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Summary
Globally, there is an increasing demand for lithium-ion batteries in a variety of consumer products, as these
batteries offer a variety of advantages over traditional batteries, such as the lead-acid battery. This
increasing demand makes reusing and recycling of batteries no longer optional, but rather inevitable for the
lithium-ion battery industry. This is because the sourcing of battery materials is associated with a variety of
negative externalities for the environment and society. Extending the end-of-life phase of a battery can
contribute positively to environmental aspects of lithium-ion batteries in their product life. An example of
this is to reuse the battery in a stationary cascaded application after its use in its original motive application.
Toyota Material Handling the Netherlands (TMHNL) is a Dutch subsidiary company of the Toyota Industries
corporation in Japan and currently sells lithium-ion batteries in its motive applications (e.g. forklifts). TMHNL
adapted a strategy, called ‘Zero Muda’, for the years 2019 to 2024 to reduce wastes in its business activities.
This strategy could potentially contribute to better practices in regard to environment and society for
lithium-ion batteries. To see how the ‘Zero Muda’ strategy influences circular practices the following aim
for this research was adapted: “attaining better insights in how the ‘Zero Muda’ perspectives of TMHNL’ are
contributing to the process of organizing circularity with regard to lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life
phase.”
For attaining these insights, the following main research question was formulated: “How are the perceptions
of Zero Muda at TMHNL contributing to organizing circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries in their
end-of-life phase?”
Through an embedded-single-case-study design on the case of lithium-ion batteries in trucks at TMHNL,
insights can be given towards organizing circularity in general practices at TMHNL. The selection for the case
was made to explore the case based on its deviance in existing processes at TMHNL. Since lithium-ion
represents a phenomenon that is divergent from current practices with other types of batteries this
research will attain insights to elucidate what factors contribute to the circularity potential of lithium-ion
batteries. These factors can be applicable for the governance of circularity at TMHNL in general or other
businesses in the motive industry.
This study gathered its data by conducting semi-structured interviews, consulting official documents, and
through observations. Interviews were conducted with the following people: internal stakeholders at the
management levels of TMHNL; external stakeholders concerning the end-of-life of lithium-ion batteries;
and experts in organizing circularity and closing the loops of materials. The program Atlas.ti was used to
analyze the collected data.
The analysis concluded that lithium-ion batteries are currently unable to be fully recycled, which prevents
a circular flow of materials in its product life. TMHNL can, however, contribute to the circularity potential
of lithium-ion by promoting cascaded reuse of batteries and by selecting recyclers that are able to recycle
according to the best technologically available possibilities. Still, TMHNL currently had not integrated the
circular economy into its strategy, which prohibits its commitment to become leading in sustainability.
Within its current strategy of ‘Zero Muda’, the option is open to collaborate with partners and innovate in
sustainable practices, such as the circular economy. A detailed commitment to circularity or sustainability
is currently lacking in general and is necessary in the governance of TMHNL to attain is goals of becoming
leading in sustainability in the industry.
Keywords: Lithium-ion, circular economy, corporate social responsibility, Toyota Production System,
deviant case study, circularity perspectives, cascaded-reuse.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Toyota Material Handling and Lithium-ion

Globally, there is an increasing demand for more sustainable practices in anthropogenic activities, as the
increased ecological footprint of humans unequivocally stresses natural and social systems (Boersema,
2009; Steffen, et al., 2018). An unsustainable anthropogenic activity is a linear economic system that is
heavily extractive, resource intensive, and produces greenhouse gasses (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2019). Social and financial actors progressively demand companies to report on their accountability for
social, environmental, and governance issues (Dupire & M'Zali, 2018; Życlewicz, 2014; Margolis & Walsh,
2003). In our current (linear) economic system, it is argued that corporate social responsibility (CSR) is the
best practical solution to incorporate sustainability into businesses (Fischler, 2013). CSR is a form of
international business regulation that allows an organization to evaluate on its social, environmental and
business performance; moreover, companies can be held accountable for their action’s through CSR reports
(Sheehy, 2015; Roorda, 2010). A method companies can use to report on CSR is a sustainability report in
which the governance of environmental and social aspects is justified (Roorda, 2010).
Lithium-ion batteries are increasingly becoming interesting for companies and consumers (Blomgren, 2017;
Brasington, 2019). Toyota Material Handling Europe is a European company that is part of the Toyota
Industries Corporation in Japan. According to their sustainability report, Toyota Material Handling Europe
intends to achieve zero carbon emissions from its products and solutions by 2050 (TMHE, 2018). In order to
reach this goal of zero carbon emissions, its focus is on new technologies such as hydrogen fuel-cells and
energy efficiency improvements. Toyota introduced lithium-ion batteries in its motive products as an
alternative to the traditional lead-acid batteries. These lithium-ion batteries are seen as a method of
accomplishing their goals for less emissions.
New designs and implementations of lithium-ion batteries for machines produced by Toyota deliver a 13 to
25% reduction in electricity consumption, compared to the traditional lead-acid batteries. Part of Toyota
Material Handling Europe’s goals for the end of 2020 is aiming to have its full electric fleet available for sale,
powered by lithium-ion batteries. In November 2019 this percentage was already up to 90%.
The Dutch subsidiary of the European Toyota
Material Handling, and the Japanese Toyota
Industries Corporation, is the company
Toyota Material Handling the Netherlands
(TMHNL). They sell, rent, maintain and repair
internal means of transport, such as the
pallet stacking machine seen in Figure 1. For
TMHNL lithium-ion batteries in motive
products are increasingly becoming part of
their rental and sales machinery fleet.
At TMHNL lithium-ion currently accounts for
an estimated share of 5-10% on the Dutch
market. The rest of the market is mainly
powered by lead-acid battery trucks and to a
lesser extent by combustion engines. In the
near future, this share is expected to increase
substantially (TMHE, 2019; TMHE, 2018).

Figure 1: The Toyota Staxio, a stacking machine, is charging its lithium-ion
battery in a warehouse (Photo courtesy of TMHNL MediaBank)
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Worldwide, the sales of lithium-ion batteries in vehicles are increasing. This increasing sale causes many
negative externalities for societies and the environment, as mining of minerals facilitates pollution, land
degradation and fosters inequalities in social systems (Larcher & Tarascon, 2015; Vandepear, Cloutier,
Bauer, & Amor, 2019; Wanger, 2011). The increasing sales in the near future will lead to more batteries
hitting retirement age. Finding ways to reuse lithium-ion batteries is urgent, as the global call for more
sustainable practices (e.g. zero-emissions in transportation) result in more demand for lithium-ion in the
future (Stringer & Ma, 2018). The United Nations stress the need for responsible production and
consumption of produce in its Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s). The United Nations General
Assembly designed 17 global goals for the SDGs to be achieved by the year 2030 (United Nations, 2019).
Specifically, Goal 12 describes the need for efficient and more sustainable use of natural resources and to
substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse (United Nations,
2019; United Nations, 2015). In line with SDG’s circular business model can help improve the end-of-life
phase of batteries, as it promotes reuse and recycling thereby reducing environmental impacts (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
For the Netherlands, TMHNL designed a strategy document based on its parental companies’ goals and
strategies for the year 2050. These goals for TMHNL are described in the “Strategie TMHNL 2019-2024”
strategy document. In short, their vision is to realize “Zero Muda”. Zero Muda is a Japanese term derived
from the Toyota Production System. It describes a situation where less waste is created through a seamless
flow of goods and data (Gort, 2016).
Currently the management of waste streams in the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries is still a concern
for human health and the environment, especially when not disposed properly. Currently many used
lithium-ion batteries are not being recycled and thus end-up as waste or Muda (Zubi, Dufo-López, Carvalho,
& Pasaoglu, 2018). Increased coordination and better regulatory policies that encourage recovery, recycling,
and reuse of materials, can improve this situation (Swain, 2017; Kang, Chen, & Ogunseitan, 2013). The
current environmental practices concerning the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries conflicts with the
energy efficiency they offer. For TMHNL, insights in the circularity potential of lithium-ion can help to realize
Zero Muda in its business activities, thereby meeting the SDGs, and attaining better CSR practices.

1.2 Research Aim & Research Questions

There is an increasing global demand for lithium-ion batteries in a variety of consumer products (Blomgren,
2017). This increasing demand makes reusing and recycling of batteries no longer optional, but rather
inevitable for the lithium-ion battery industry (Pagliaro & Meneguzzo, 2019). Extending the end-of-life
phase of a battery can contribute positively to environmental and safety aspects of lithium-ion (Swain, 2017;
Kang, Chen, & Ogunseitan, 2013). For society, it is important to think about the different methods on how
lithium-ion batteries should be reused, recycled, or discarded. This also corresponds with TMHNL’s concepts
for a sustainable future. In general, the importance is to explore what happens to products at the end of
their lives (Roorda, 2010).
Achieving less waste, Zero Muda, is an important aspect of TMHNL’s goals. Moreover, Toyota Material
Handling Europe plans to contribute to zero carbon emissions in 2050 by aiming to have a full lithium-ion
battery powered electric fleet available for sale at the end of 2020. For TMHNL the environmental impacts
of the recycling/end-of life phase are important since this is where the dominant factors are when looking
at a battery’s environmental impact (Oliveira, et al., 2015; Peters, et al., 2017). A management strategy like
the circular economy can aid in improving this situation as closed loops of materials and flows aim to
eliminate wastes and pollution, while improving energy and resource efficiency (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2019). Reusing and repurposing lithium-ion batteries, enthused by circular economy models,
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have potential economic and environmental benefits (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017). The circular
economy can thus contribute to more sustainable practices in the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries.
The aim of this research is for that reason as follows:
“To attain better insights in how the ‘Zero Muda’ perspectives of TMHNL are contributing to the process
of organizing circularity with regard to lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase.”
This thesis research focusses on the following phenomena: considerations on the circular economy on
paper, perceptions of circularity within TMHNL, and the circularity potential of lithium-ion batteries. Hence,
the main question is formulated as follows: “How are the perceptions of Zero Muda at TMHNL contributing
to organizing circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase?
The following sub-questions will help to explore the main research question in more depth:
1. How does TMHNL and its parental companies consider the circular economy in its management
strategies?
2. What are the practical aspects of organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries?
3. How do the concepts of Zero Muda and circularity relate to each other?

1.3 Relevance of the Study

The results of this research will aid TMHNL in improving the sustainability of the lithium-ion batteries used
by Toyota lift trucks and tow tractors in their end-of-life phase. This improvement should at least encompass
the goals set by both TMHNL and Toyota Material Handling Europe in accordance to their sustainability
goals. The results of this thesis then support TMHNL in achieving zero carbon emissions by 2050. Reducing
emissions and improving circularity of the lithium-ion battery is important for not only society, but
ecosystems worldwide, as these emissions contribute to global warming. Research by Will Steffen, et al.
(2018) concluded that if a serious reduction in greenhouse gas emissions is not achieved, humanity faces a
risk that the process of global warming becomes irreversible. Organizing more circular business models can
help to reduce the amount of greenhouse gas emissions resulting from business activities (Stahel, 2016;
Ness, Xing, Kim, & Jenkins, 2019; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
Moreover, improving the circularity of production processes is currently of increased interest for companies
and policymakers, as the concept of circular economy contributes in the transition to a more sustainable
society (Geissdoerfer, Savaget, Bocken, & Hultink, 2017). An effective strategy towards more sustainable
business models can attract new stakeholders to TMHNL (Galant & Cadez, 2017). Most importantly, the
global demand for more sustainable practices in anthropogenic activities and a reduction of the increasing
ecological footprint of humans require more sustainable business activities such as the circular economy
(Boersema, 2009; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
The sales of lithium-ion batteries burdens the environment on a global scale due to the mining of battery
materials having negative environmental and social externalities (Larcher & Tarascon, 2015; Vandepear,
Cloutier, Bauer, & Amor, 2019; Wanger, 2011). A need to change these current practices into more
sustainable business activities is already emphasized by the United Nations in its SDG’s (United Nations,
2019). Organizing better end-of-life practices, such as circularity, can have environmental benefits, as
recycling and reuse can lower the demand for initial mining of materials (Olsson, et al., 2018; Bosch, van
Exter, Sprecher, de Vries, & Bonenkamp, 2019). Additionally, a circular improvement of used lithium-ion
batteries can contribute to the goals of THMNL and Toyota Material Handling Europe for achieving zero
carbon emissions from its products and solutions by 2050 (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019). Attaining
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insights in the process of organizing circularity at TMHNL can contribute to more sustainable business
activities in general.
A study by L. Olsson et al. (2018) explored circular business models for electric vehicle battery life. In their
study, it is concluded that for circular business models to become reality, actors in the EV battery value
chain are required to take active roles (Olsson, et al., 2018, p. 11). In order for these actors to establish
circular business models, more knowledge is needed. L. Olsson et al. (2018) demonstrated that currently
there is not adequate knowledge yet, specifically more knowledge is needed concerning value of recycled
battery materials, legislation influences, responsibility over ownership of materials, and the usefulness of
cascaded reuse of batteries. This research will investigate these knowledge gaps in relation to the business
activities at TMHNL. More specifically, by conducting a single case study into the end-of-life phase of
lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL this research will contribute by exploring the following topics: the value of
recycled materials for TMHNL; influences of legislation on lithium-ion batteries; usefulness and possibilities
for cascaded reuse of used batteries; and exploring alternative business models such as “product-asservice”.

Important Notice: In this thesis research I will repeatedly refer to the linear economy with
respect to the current state of business models which do not contribute to the main concepts
of the circular economy. In my framing on the linear economy I mainly refer to its limitations
in achieving circular practices. I recognize that even in the linear economy some flows of
materials can be considered circular. However, as this way of attaining circular practices in the
linear economy is not founded on dedicated efforts towards the circular practices, but rather
an optimization of existing market forces and processes, I continue to use the concept of the
linear economy in reference to its effects on organizing circularity.
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2. Theoretical Framework
This chapter presents the theories used in this research. The theories will prove helpful in answering the
main research question. First, paragraph 2.1 discusses the concept corporate sustainability which is needed
to see how companies can benefit from its outcomes. A more detailed explanation about the origins of the
term Zero Muda will be discussed in Paragraph 2.2. In Paragraphs 2.3 the term circular economy is
discussed. The technicalities of circularity and the lithium-ion battery are described in paragraph 2.4.
Paragraph 2.5 explains the current goals of TMHNL. Finally, paragraph 2.6 shows how all discussed theories
are used by explaining the conceptual model.

2.1 Corporate social responsibility

In linear-economic models, the shareholders of a company are the sole important actors, as they demand
profitability of their stakes in the company. This short-term view of increasing profitability clashes with the
long-term goals such as employment opportunities or the natural environment. Combining societal and
environmental actors with the shareholders of the company can show a company its ‘stakeholder value’,
which includes a company’s legitimacy to operate (Roorda, 2010). Corporate social responsibility,
abbreviated as CSR, is a type of private business self-regulation that comprises the actors of the natural
case, the societal case, and the business case (Frederick, 2018; Dyllick & Hockerts, 2002). In a broad
definition, CSR happens when a business “consciously and deliberately acts to enhance the social well-being
of those whose lives are affected by the firm’s economic operations” (Frederick, 2018, p. 4).
Reporting on CSR is becoming increasingly important to companies, as financial and societal actors demand
a company’s accountability for social, environmental, and governance issues (Dupire & M'Zali, 2018;
Życlewicz, 2014; Margolis & Walsh, 2003). An effective CSR strategy can attract new stakeholders to a
company since a strategy increases the willingness of socially conscious consumers and investors to buy and
invest. The different ways companies report on CSR makes predicting profitability of its implementation
complicated because reports are not standardized, making comparisons difficult (Galant & Cadez, 2017).
However, an effective CSR strategy should entail long-run planning and considerable resources towards CSR
(Nollet, Filis, & Mitrokostas, 2016; Wang & Sarkis, 2017). A study by Nollet, Filis and Mitrokostas (2016)
shows that in a linear-economic business model, CSR expenses will not pay off immediately. It is only after
a certain threshold amount of investments and achievements regarding its performance that the initial
investments will be profitable. This threshold means a company can benefit from CSR governance only when
they are able to implement strategies on CSR and by being dedicated to attain the goals set in strategies
(Wang & Sarkis, 2017).
“’Window-dressing’ CSR governance, that were not fully and successfully implemented to
achieve positive CSR outcomes, do not generate superior financial performance. Only by
‘walking the talk’ on CSR related issues can companies benefit from the efforts of engaging in
CSR activities”
– Wang and Sarkis (2017, p. 1615)
As mentioned in the introduction, social and financial actors are demanding companies report on their
accountability for social, environmental, and governance issues. Some companies report on CSR through a
sustainability report in which the governance of environmental and social aspects is justified (Roorda, 2010),
yet these reports sometimes lack sound justifications on social and environmental issues. Research shows
that competitive pressures lead firms to increase further extending their positive social actions towards
core stakeholders (employees and costumers), than to peripheral stakeholders (e.g. environment and
society). This shows that environmental issues are sometimes neglected in reports about CSR. A sound
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report on a company’s sustainability should encompass details: environmental policy; planning;
implementation and operation; checking and corrective action; management review; and continual
improvement (Mulder, 2009).
TMHNL reports on CSR through sustainability reports by its parental companies and through CSR
assessments by third parties. The goals of TMHNL parental companies and its Zero Muda strategy will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. An overview of the documentations used for this discussion are shown
in Paragraph 3.3.2.

2.2 Zero Muda

The concept of Zero Muda finds its origin in ‘The Toyota Way.’ Within all companies of the Toyota Industries
Corporation, The Toyota Way is a key concept. It was the oil-crisis of the 1970s that triggered global interest
in this management philosophy of Toyota. During this crisis, Toyota was only moderately affected by the
consequences of rising oil prices when compared to other companies in Japan, Europe and the United
States, who suffered financially significantly more. Moreover, Toyota recovered quickly after the crisis
ended (Gort, 2016; TMHNL, 2016). It was the then conventional mass-production systems in companies that
proved vulnerable to this crisis. On the contrary, Toyota’s minimum stocks and their continuous-flowproduction systems proved very cost efficient during the oil crisis (Gort, 2016; Liker, 2004).
The Toyota Way consists of fourteen leading management principles that are categorized into four layers.
Philosophy, process, people/partners, and problem solving are the layers in which the principles are
structured. Derived from The Toyota Way concept is the “Toyota Production System” (TPS) framework. The
TPS was developed during the 1950s, 60s and 70s and has been further finetuned since. Having shorter lead
times and by keeping flexibility in production lines, Toyota was
able to get higher quality, better productivity, and a more
efficient use of workspace, compared to other car manufactures
during these decades (Liker, 2004; Larsson, 2018). The ultimate
goal of the TPS, or lean manufacturing, is often defined as
eliminating waste streams (Zero Muda) and inconsistencies of a
process. A key factor of the TPS is that it equally values people
and process aspects. Derived from The Toyota Way is the
underlying goal to strive for permanent improvement and
respect for people. This dependence on people to cooperate
and solve problems is a significant aspect in Toyota’s past
successes (TMHNL, 2016; Gort, 2016).
The metaphor of a house is used to visualize TPS. A house, like
TPS, is a structured system in which the foundation, walls, and
roof all have to be in order to construct a reliable and strong
house. The visualization can be seen in Figure 2. As seen in Figure
Figure 2: A visualization of the TPS/Lean ‘house’
2, the foundation of the house is focused around the term of (Toyota Material Handling UK, 2019).
“kaizen” (“improvement is a continuous process”, in Japanese). Employees at all levels within the company
are encouraged to contribute to this process of improvement. Clear goals and targets for improvements
contribute to this improvement process. Quality and timing are the walls of the TPS house. The ‘Jidoka’
principle explains that quality is better implemented during the process than after a product is finished.
Every employee here has the ability to halt the production line if an error is detected and the production
line will continue only as soon as the error is resolved. The just-in-time principle explains a continuous flow
of processes without any waste or additional material needed by producing exactly what is needed, keeping
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storage costs to a minimum. The roof explains the end result of the product and how the end user perceives
this. Customer satisfaction is a measurement tool in defining the quality of the products of Toyota. Ideals
shared by all personnel of Toyota enables the company to produce products of high standards and quality
for its customers, therefore behavior fills the center of the house (Gort, 2016).
It is the principle-based understanding of the TPS that makes this system correspondingly relevant not only
for Toyota, but also for other (service) companies and organizations. Many companies outside of the Toyota
Industries Corporation are using a lean-production system similar to or derived from the TPS (Liker, 2004;
Lander & Liker, 2007; Dahlgaard, Pettersen, & Dahlgaard-Park, 2011; Collins, Muthusamy, & Carr, 2015;
Larsson, 2018). However, based on theory alone, TPS not able to be functional for every company, as a deep
understanding of company structures is first needed in order for TPS to be successful (Collins, Muthusamy,
& Carr, 2015; Hunter, 2008).
In short, TPS is capable of optimizing product quality by continuously bettering processes and by eliminating
unnecessary wastes and resources, or Zero Muda. Achieving a Zero Muda situation is important for Toyota,
and thus TMHNL, since these unnecessary waste streams result in costs for the company without adding
any value. This is why TMHNL’s goal for 2024 is to strive for Zero Muda in the material handling solutions
market (Internal documentation, TMHNL, 2018).

2.3 Circular Economy

There is a global desire and need to change human practices to prevent further degradation of natural
habitats and ecosystems. These ecosystems are vital for human wellbeing as they provide plentiful “free”
resources, such as materials, food, pollination, oxygen, etc. (Wright & Boorse, 2014). Our current “linear”
economy contributes to the degradation of these ecosystems by being heavily extractive, resource
intensive, and by producing greenhouse gases in the process (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019; Wright &
Boorse, 2014; Boersema, 2009). The circular economy envisages sustainable business practices, in which
the economy works in coherence with the natural environment. This coherence results in economic cycles
that are in sync with the reproduction rates of natural ecosystems (Geissdoerfer, Savaget, Bocken, &
Hultink, 2017; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019). In essence, the circular economy can be defined as a
system where resource inputs are reduced by narrowing material and energy loops. Not only resource
streams can be ‘closed,’ but so can waste, emission, and energy streams. A circular economy can be
achieved through changes in design and by improving production processes (Geissdoerfer, Savaget, Bocken,
& Hultink, 2017; Stahel, 2016).
Ideally, the circular economy maintains materials for as long as possible without the need for newly sourced
materials (Rau & Oberhuber, 2016; Rau, 2015). The envisaged way materials flow through the circular
economy can be explained by the perpetual material chain model, Figure 3, of Rau and Oberhuber (2016).

Figure 3: Perpetual Material Chain, by TurnToo (Rau & Oberhuber, 2016, pp. 170-171)

In this model, value is created and “loaned” as a service to the user next in line. Selling product-as-service
results in materials returning to the producer who remains responsible over the product it lends to the user.
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For example, a truck of TMHNL is used by multiple consumers. After wear and tear, a truck flows back one
step in the chain, in this case back to the producer, TMHNL. TMHNL then forms a depot of existing
components to refurbish new trucks, e.g. a new lithium-ion battery to replace an old one. After the battery
is no longer able to fulfill its functions, the value of the materials is sustained by sending the battery one
step back in the model to the supplier of the battery. Used materials are eventually collected at a depot
from where new batteries are made, thereby (re)creating value (Rau & Oberhuber, 2016). This entire
process is visualized in Figure 3.
In order to make such a system work, good documentation of the materials involved is needed. For example,
each truck at Toyota should have a ‘passport of materials’ which clearly documents all of the materials in
the truck. This makes it clear for all essential actors in the chain, where value of materials can be sustained
or created (Rau & Oberhuber, 2016; Heisel & Rau-Oberhuber, 2020). However, such a passport of materials
requires recognition of official institutions in order to be valid (Heisel & Rau-Oberhuber, 2020).

2.3.1 The Ellen MacArthur Foundation
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation designed a system diagram for the circular economy, Figure 4. The outline
in this figure distinguishes between technical and biological (e.g. food or wood production) cycles who both
feedback into the system. This system diagram is based on three principles: “design out waste and pollution,
keep products and materials in use, and regenerate natural systems” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).

Figure 4: An outline of a circular economy. This system diagram illustrates the “value circle” through which technical and biological
materials flow continuously (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019, p. 20).

Technical cycles recover and restore products, as indicated by the blue circular arrows in Figure 4 with the
blue circular arrows. The size of the circles explains the necessary costs and inevitable material losses
affiliated in all the phases of a product’s life. For example, when a product is maintained, no additional
materials and energy are needed, whereas refurbishing or recycling a product requires additional energy
and materials (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017). To visualize the amount of energy and additional materials
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needed, the blue arrow of recycling is drawn larger than that of reusing materials, as reuse requires only
little additional energy. Cascades in biological cycles explain the material order. This order elucidates a
cascaded use of a product, which descends until materials need to be returned to the natural environment
as nutrients, for example by being anaerobically digested (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019). People are
central in the design. Owning a product is replaced by using a product and eventually creating new products
in cascaded steps (Stahel, 2016). This can also be seen in the perpetual material chain (Figure 3) of Rau and
Oberhuber (2016), where the value of materials is sustained after usage. On top of the outline, finite
materials are described and their input should be recoupled from economic growth in the current linear
system. This can be achieved by the increased use of renewable materials. Negative externalities, such as
material losses during recycling, should be minimized in order to achieve a Circular Economy (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2019; Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017).
A research paper by Korhonen, Honkasalo and Seppälä (2018), defined that a situation of circularity can
only sustainably be achieved if all three dimensions “economic, environmental, and social,” of sustainable
development are met. Environmental wins are for example reduced material inputs and a reduction in
wastes and emissions. Economic wins are conceived as new business and markets are found for the value
in resources (multiple or cascaded uses) and by reduction on the costs of raw materials and energy. Societal
wins are new employment opportunities and increased sense of community, as ownership of products is
replaced by the function of service (Korhonen, Honkasalo, & Seppälä, 2018). A transition towards a circular
economy consequently requires concerted action from multiple stakeholders in a product’s life cycle (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2019; Larsson, 2018).

2.3.2 Roles for Businesses
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) defined international institutions, policymakers, academia,
business and investors as key change agents needed for a transition into the circular economy. This multistakeholder approach is needed to change from our linear-economical business models towards a circular
economy. Business for example can implement alternative business models in which service becomes the
product (Rossi, Brown, & Baas, 2000). Changing to different business models to improve environmental and
social aspects a form of regulation to change current practices is required. Civil, government, or business
regulation can change the way lithium-ion batteries are currently handled in their end-of-life phase (Steurer,
2013). As discussed earlier, scholars do explain the need for more technological innovations, sound policies,
and incentives to encourage more sustainable practices (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017; Boxall, et al.,
2018; Li, et al., 2018). The focus of this research will be on the change agent TMHNL, since they as a business
are aiming to achieve Zero Muda.
Economic forces such as implementing a more circular business model are key in attaining sustainable
development. This is because economic growth and current business models pressure environmental
aspects in a product’s life cycle (Roorda, 2010). Steering businesses toward a sustainable development in
lithium-ion technology can be aided by so called “change agents.” Concentrated action of multiple
stakeholders is needed in order to provide for the circular economy. To change practices, Steurer (2013)
defined a collective and individual form of self-regulation by businesses. Collectively, businesses can
establish agreements, standards, audits, and codes that contribute to sustainable practices. Participation of
companies in a collective regulation is sometimes lacking, but they do however monitor compliance.
Individually, TMHNL can self-regulate, thereby becoming a change agent to current practices. Voluntary
practices such as developing and implementing environmental management systems or implementing
codes of conduct can aid in implementing a change to practices (Steurer, 2013).
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A change towards more circular business models requires the change agent, TMHNL in this situation, to
transform both its production and consumption patterns (De los Rios & Charnley, 2017).
Looking at TMHNL, a business, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019, p.52) defined four roles to
successfully implement circular economy, these four roles for business are:
1. Integrate circular economy into strategy: Targets, plans, statements, and commitments should be
included in a company’s strategy and governance. By having such plans and goals concerning
environmental issues a potential for economic wins is created (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
Innovation, such as mentioned below under the second role, should be adopted in management
strategies. If material design is encompassed in strategies for example, it will be easier to achieve
a circular situation where less waste is created (Lüdeke-Freund, Gold, & Bocken, 2019).
2. Pilot, innovate, and invest: Currently not all products are designed for value recovery. To achieve
an optimal profit and value recovery, products need to be redesigned to make this value recovery
as easy as possible (Cong, Zhao, & Sutherland, 2017). Corporations can aid by using their investment
funds for innovative research that benefit value recovery of products (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2019).
3. Corporate communication and public awareness campaigns: Stimulating reuse, recycling, and
resource-efficient design of products establishes a public trust in the quality of secondary products
and materials (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019). By contributing to communication and
information strategies, awareness can be raised by the public about their responsibility for products
throughout a products life (Stahel, 2016).
4. Stimulate collaboration: Collaboration between stakeholders involved in the entire life-cycle of a
product is needed in order get a hold on the complex material streams. As mentioned, not all
products are designed for full value recovery, moreover some material streams are even too
complex to recycle (e.g. such as mixed plastics, graphite and electrolytes in lithium-ion batteries)
(Richa, Babbitt, Gaustad, & Wang, 2014). A collaboration between stakeholders, who encompass
all phases in the life-cycle of a product is needed so that all stakeholder contribute to making
products and materials better fit in the circular economy (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
In short, these four roles can be summarized as follows: 1) a change of mindset for businesses; 2) innovation
and pilot tests in circular economy solutions; 3) stimulation of reuse, recycling, and resource-efficient design
of products; and 4) Identification of stakeholders and stimulation of collaboration (Lindahl, 2019; Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2019).

2.4 Circularity and Lithium-Ion Batteries
2.4.1 The Lithium-ion Battery
In the 1970s and 80s, the concepts for the lithium-ion battery were developed. This battery invention soon
proved to be efficient and useful for a variety of applications, ranging from small electronics, to larger
machines and applications in mobility (Scrosati, 2011; Oliveira, et al., 2015; Blomgren, 2017). The energy
density and the longer lifespan added to the qualities of lithium-ion batteries over other types of batteries,
such as the traditional lead-acid battery (Hannan, Lipu, Hussain, & Mohamed, 2017; Deng, 2015). For
example, lithium-ion batteries require less raw materials to achieve similar energy densities compared to
the more common lead-acid battery (Diouf & Pode, 2015).
As mentioned, lithium-ion batteries do offer better characteristics over other types of batteries; despite
these advantages, the higher costs of the lithium-batteries are decisive in costumer decision making
(Scrosati, 2011). Looking at the trends of the prices for lithium-ion battery packs, a clear drop in prices is
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expected in the coming years. Moreover, the demand for lithium-ion batteries in the transportation sector
will further increase in the next decades (Randall, 2016; Tsiropoulos, Tarvydas, & Lebedeva, 2018;
Brasington, 2019).
Lithium-ion batteries are expected to be further innovated in the near future, as new materials can further
improve battery life, energy density, cost reduction, and other properties of the battery. Research and
innovation keep improving the battery, but safety remains a strong apprehension for the industry
(Blomgren, 2017). Fire safety, for example, is a concern for the Netherlands Fire Service because in 2017
the service was called up twice per week for lithium-ion battery related incidents (The Netherlands Fire
Service, 2018). With ever increasing availability and usages of lithium-ion batteries, health and safety risks
for users of the batteries are an issue of concern. As lithium-ion batteries contain a variety of hazardous
substances for human health (van Veen, van Putten, & Boshuis, 2019). Temperature, toxicity, flammability,
and immersion tests need to be considered for future standards and regulations. Additional studies into
several aspects of lithium-ion batteries need to be conducted to ensure a safe future for the use of batteries.
(Ruiz, et al., 2018).
Current developments and future expectations in the demand for lithium-ion batteries pressure apart from
safety aspects also environmental aspects (Ruiz, et al., 2018; Dijk, Orsato, & Kemp, 2013; Larcher &
Tarascon, 2015). Resource extraction for the production of the batteries pressures the natural environment,
as this produces wastes and demands for significant amounts of energy, water, and land use (Diallo, Kotte,
& Cho, 2015). In the usage phase of the battery, the environmental impact is for the most part defined by
the amount of (renewable) energy that is used to recharge the battery. When batteries are renewably
recharged, the environmental impacts in the production and recycling/end-of life phase become dominant
factors when looking at the total environmental performance of a battery (Oliveira, et al., 2015; Peters, et
al., 2017; Hannan, Lipu, Hussain, & Mohamed, 2017). A life-cycle assessment study by Unterreiner, Jülch, &
Reith (2016) showed that, for lithium-ion batteries, the ecological impact can be improved by 20%, even
though, with current efforts and technologies, the end-of life phase of a battery is close to best practice.
Nonetheless, management of waste streams in this end of life phase is still a concern for human health and
the environment, especially if not disposed of properly. Increased coordination and better regulatory
policies which encourage recovery, recycling, and reuse of materials, can improve this situation (Swain,
2017; Kang, Chen, & Ogunseitan, 2013).

2.4.2 Technical details of lithium-ion
A lithium-ion battery cell generally consists of four parts:
cathode materials, anode materials, electrolytes, and
separators (Jacoby, 2019). Ions of lithium in the cathode
part of the battery are divided by a separator from the
electrolytes at the anode part of the battery, as seen in As
mentioned, lithium-ion batteries do offer better
characteristics over other types of batteries; despite these
advantages, the higher costs of the lithium-batteries are
decisive in costumer decision making . Looking at the
trends of the prices for lithium-ion battery packs, a clear
drop in prices is expected in the coming years. Moreover,
the demand for lithium-ion batteries in the transportation
sector will further increase in the next decades .

Figure 5: “How a lithium-ion battery works” (Argonne
National Laboratory, n.d.)
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. Charging a battery forces lithium-ion electrons from the cathode side to follow an external path to the
anode side. The lithium needs to travel through the separator – its negatively charged ions cannot – to be
reunited at the anode side. Discharging a battery works the other way around. An energy device demands
power, forcing negatively charged ions to follow the external path from the anode side to the cathode side.
Lithium then uses the separator to reunite with its ions at the cathode side of the battery. The name lithiumion is derived from the negatively charged ions of lithium, which travel between the anode side to the
cathode side of the battery releasing or storing energy in the process (Mebarki, Draoui, Allaou, Rahmani, &
Benachour, 2013).
Table 1 shows an overview of materials used in Toyota’s lithium-ion batteries. Looking at these materials,
most of the economic value (over 90%) is derived from the following: cobalt, lithium, copper, carbon, nickel,
aluminum, and manganese (Pagliaro & Meneguzzo, 2019). The economic value of these materials in lithiumion batteries makes recycling financially viable. Moreover in the near
Table 1: Mixtures of materials used in
future the demand of lithium-ion batteries will overcome its supply,
Toyota’s batteries, the weight in % here
shows an average since different types of
further increasing the need for reuse, recycling, and cascaded usage
have different shares in materials. The
(Pagliaro & Meneguzzo, 2019; Richa, Babbitt, Gaustad, & Wang, 2014;
materials listed in this table are the most
common (Internal documentation, TMH
Ramoni & Zhang, 2013). The costs of recycling lithium-ion battery
Europe, 2019).
materials however are currently too high to make recycling of materials
Weight
Material
economically viable, but the increasing demand for batteries and more
in %
state regulation are contributing to the recycling potential (Wang,
Cobalt oxide
< 30%
Manganese dioxide
< 30%
Gaustad, Babbitt, & Richa, 2014; Boxall, et al., 2018).
Nickel monoxide
Carbon
Electrolyte (mainly, Lithium
hexafluorophosphate)
Polyvinylidene fluoride
Aluminum foil
Copper foil
Aluminum and inert
materials

< 30%
< 30%

Looking at environmental aspects the need for reusing, recycling, and
cascaded usage of lithium-ion batteries is consequential. Mainly
< 10%
2-10%
because the mining of battery materials causes negative environmental
2-10%
and social externalities (Larcher & Tarascon, 2015; Vandepear, Cloutier,
5-10%
Bauer, & Amor, 2019; Wanger, 2011). For example, the mining of
cobalt, and copper, is associated with many negative environmental and social facets in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, which is responsible for over 50% of the world’s production of cobalt (Boxall, et al., 2018;
Scheele, de Haan, & Kiezebrink, 2016). Cobalt’s material share in a battery, as seen in Table 1, makes
recycling of this material economically attractive (Wang, Gaustad, Babbitt, & Richa, 2014). Cobalt and
copper are not the only cause of negative externalities. Lithium extraction can cause changes in freshwater
availability and water pollution, mainly in South-America where many lithium deposits are located (Wanger,
2011). Furthermore, most of the materials that are used in Toyota’s batteries, as seen in Table 1, have the
potential to leach hazardous environmental pollutants into groundwater if not discarded properly in their
end-of-life phase (Kang, Chen, & Ogunseitan, 2013).
< 20%

2.4.3 Lithium-ion’s Life Expectancy
As with many products, wear and tear eventually cause a loss of functional usage. This is similar for lithiumion batteries. In vehicle applications, the remaining useful life of a battery is maintained until batteries lose
20-30% of their original battery capacity. After losing this capacity, original traction, acceleration, range,
and regeneration capabilities deteriorate (Yu, 2018). In electric vehicle applications, this generally results in
a useful life expectancy of a lithium-ion battery of 10 years (Sarre, Blanchard, & Broussely, 2004). For
lithium-ion batteries in Toyota’s trucks, a battery capacity warranty is given for a maximum 20-30% capacity
loss after 5-6 years of life (Internal documentation, TMHE, 2019). However, Saxena et al. (2015) suggest
that retiring an electric vehicle battery should be in coherence with the drivability of a vehicle (i.e. if a
vehicle’s range still satisfies the need of the driver, is there truly a need for a new battery?).
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2.4.4 Circularity Potential
Compared to the commonly used lead-acid battery, lithium-ion batteries are harder to recycle. Lead-acid
batteries are currently better recycled more than any other consumer product; this is mainly because the
physical and chemical structures allow for easy recycling and laws and regulations prohibit lead-acid battery
disposal. On the contrary lithium-ion batteries have a higher variety of materials and are constructed in a
more complex manner (e.g. electronics that ensure functioning of the battery or integrated cooling
systems), which contributes to the complexity of lithium-ion’s recyclability (Gaines, 2014). As explained in
the introduction, lithium-ion batteries are progressively more dominant in a variety of (consumer) products,
and for Toyota, lithium-ion technology is increasingly important in their sales and rental fleet of powered
trucks (TMHE, 2018). This growing use of lithium-ion batteries demands an increasing need for the reuse
and the recycling of a lithium-ion battery’s materials (Pagliaro & Meneguzzo, 2019).
Striving for circularity of lithium-ion batteries could improve the environmental performance of the battery,
resulting in both environmental and economic benefits (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017; Zubi, Dufo-López,
Carvalho, & Pasaoglu, 2018). Richa, Babbitt, and Gaustad (2017) discussed a theoretical waste management
hierarchy for retired lithium-ion batteries originating from electric vehicles. This hierarchy can be seen in
Figure 6 and is based on the concepts of the circular economy, as was shown in Figure 4. This hierarchy
model explains the circularity potential of lithium-ion batteries, in which retired batteries are cascaded into
a different usage function before being recycled or discarded.

Figure 6: Theoretical flows of lithium-ion battery life-cycle streams. Richa, Babbitt and Gaustad (2017)
analyzed eco-efficiency of lithium-ion batteries based on this model. An important element in this hierarchy
is the cascaded use of vehicle batteries in a stationary battery (Richa, Babbitt and Gaustad, 2017).
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In the theoretical waste management hierarchy (Figure 6) Richa, Babbitt, and Gaustad (2017) discuss a
potential for retired EV batteries. The circular route of a battery’s life begins with materials and part
production. Batteries are then used in vehicles, where, preferably, they are maintained or reused as long as
a battery’s quality still fulfills the needs of usage (Saxena, Le Floch, MacDonald, & Moura, 2015). Continuing
in this hierarchy of the circular life cycle, a cascaded use into stationary batteries is suggested. Batteries
that no longer have the technical capabilities to power vehicles still have enough capacity left to function
as stationary batteries. Energy or power densities of retired batteries still have 70-80% of capacity left,
which is still substantial to function for example as an energy storage system (Pagliaro & Meneguzzo, 2019;
Ahmadi, et al., 2017; Li, et al., 2018). Depending on the type of usage, a stationary lithium-ion battery could
still be used to store power for a couple of years, after which recycling has to take place. Under current
technologies and economics, some nonrecoverable materials, such as plastics, graphite, and electrolytes
cannot be recycled and have to be disposed into a landfill (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017; Wang, Gaustad,
Babbitt, & Richa, 2014). The theoretical waste management hierarchy in Figure 6 poses economic and
environmental benefits of the recycling and reusing of lithium-ion batteries. However, achieving these
benefits still requires more technological innovations, sound policies, and incentives to promote cascaded
use before recycling and lessening the materials that end up in landfills (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017;
Boxall, et al., 2018; Li, et al., 2018).

2.4.5 Alternative business models
Alternative business models can stimulate this circularity potential. But as mentioned, circular business
models are in complete contrast with the fundaments of the linear economy, in which resources are
extracted, used, and then discarded. Mainly, product ownership is a notion of the linear economy that is
not contributing to the concept of the circular economy, as this stimulates waste generation of resources
(Hood, 2016; Stahel, 2016; Rau, 2015). In general, the circular economy is focusing on the delivery of the
service rather than ownership of a product (Bocken, de Pauw, Bakker, & van der Grinten, 2016). An example
of a company that satisfies this principle of the circular economy is MUD-jeans. Instead of owning, jeans are
used by its consumers through a leasing contract. Consumers can return their jeans after wear for a new
design and MUD-jeans then recycles the used jeans into new jeans (Oyevaar, Vázquez-Brust, & van Bommel,
2016, pp. 230-231). In “pay-per-use” or “product-as-service” business models, for example, clients pay for
a unit of service without having the ownership of it, as with MUD-jeans. In such models, companies are
forced to take responsibility of a product in its end-of-life phase, which contributes positively to the said
phase. Research already showed that in practice, these business models can lessen consumption, waste and
reduce emissions (Ness, Xing, Kim, & Jenkins, 2019). Other studies show that pay-per-use business models
contribute to more sustainable consumption as products are used more efficiently, thereby decreasing
overall consumption (Bocken, Mugge, Bom, & Lemstra, 2018; Charter, 2019). An economic system where
usage becomes the commodity will lead to better production, as not the product itself, but its functions
become the product of sale. In such a scenario, profit is made by maintaining a product as long as possible
instead of sales of new products (Rau & Oberhuber, 2016; Rau, 2015).
Alternatives for TMHNL
For TMHNL, this means that the service of material handling mobility is offered to its clients instead of
merely selling trucks. In this case, the responsibility of the service is for TMHNL, not on its clients. To make
this as efficient and cheap as possible, TMHNL will be challenged to provide the service as cheap as possible.
This also means that TMHNL is responsible for the returned trucks after use and that they are thus
responsible for recycling/cascaded-reuse (Rau, 2015; Bocken, de Pauw, Bakker, & van der Grinten, 2016).
These alternative business models, however, can lead to so called “rebounds” by saving time and money
because of pay-per-use business models, so consequently, people are likely to spend the saved time and
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money on other products or carbon-intensive services (Junnila, Ottelin, & Leinikka, 2018). For the case of
lithium-ion, however, attaining a better circular potential, as suggested in the theoretical waste
management hierarchy (Figure 6), a pay-per-use business model might be effective in recovering materials
and use batteries after a certain loss of initial capacity (Richa, Babbitt, & Gaustad, 2017). This potential can
be achieved by exploring new business models, such as pay-per-use, in which collaborations with companies
who refurbish batteries add value to the recycling potential (Olsson, et al., 2018). Exploring and stimulate
collaboration again is seen as a step to achieve circularity (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019). The rebound
effects of such a model for lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL will be left out of the scope of this research. For
TMHNL, this means that the service of material handling mobility is offered to its clients instead of merely
selling trucks. In this case, the responsibility of the service is for TMHNL, not for its clients. To make this as
efficient and cheap as possible, TMHNL will be challenged to provide the service as cheap as possible. This
also means that TMHNL is responsible for the returned trucks after use and that they are thus responsible
for recycling/cascaded-reuse (Rau, 2015). As mentioned, a multi-stakeholder approach is needed to change
from our linear-economical business model thinking towards a circular economy.

2.5 Sustainability Goals of Toyota Material Handling
Netherlands

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, TMHNL intends to strive towards “Zero Muda” in its 2018-2024
goals. TMHNL has designed goals to become more sustainable by leading the industry in the following ways:
innovation, technology, and sustainability. TMHNL is aiming to achieve a Zero Muda situation for its
business operations in the Netherlands (Internal Documentation, TMHNL, 2018). Achieving Zero Muda for
its clients and customers is more important for TMHNL. For example, by having clients charge their product
more effectively and efficiently, TMHNL will spend less time and resources for maintenance and repairs.
Improving the quality of how customers use TMHNL’s machines will lead to more Zero Muda, as less time
is wasted and a better use of products will lead to less waste since less maintenance is required (personal
communication, TMHNL, 22 October 2019). Designing out
waste is seen by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) as
a key element in attaining circular practices.
Achieving Zero Muda and attaining sustainability are
different concepts, but they do share similarities. Zero
Muda is a trying to lessen wastes in the company; this also
relates to production processes and not specifically to
waste management. In this sense, Zero Muda practices are
seen to contribute to sustainability (Liker, 2004; personal
communication, managing director TMHNL, 22 October
2019).
Currently, lithium-ion batteries are beneficial for the profit
aspects of TMHNL, but mainly the environmental aspects in
the end-of-life phase of the batteries are under discussion
(personal communication, managing director TMHNL, 22
October 2019). This is reflected by Toyota Material Handling
Europe, as seen in Figure 7. This figure shows that Toyota
Material Handling Europe has limited engagement in the
recycling industry for its products. Improving the

Figure 7: Circular economy and the spheres of influence
and control of Toyota Material Handling Europe on the
components of a products’ life cycle. As can be seen in
the figure is the recycling industry seen as a sphere of
limited engagement (grey) (TMHE, 2018, p. 52).
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involvement of Toyota Material Handling Europe in the recycling industry will help the circularity potential
of a products’ life cycle, as closing material loops aims to keep materials and products in use, thereby
decreasing the need for new production and end-of-life treatment (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019).

2.6 Conceptual Model

After having discussed the important concepts in relation to the circular economy and the circularity
potential of lithium-ion batteries, a conceptual model was designed for this thesis. The conceptual model
can be seen in Figure 8, in here the concepts of the theoretical framework contribute to attaining insights
of organizing circularity at TMHNL, which is the aim of this research.
The conceptual model is comprised of four elements, which lead to insights in organizing circularity at
TMHNL. Central in the model is the concept Zero Muda, as this research seeks to explore how its concepts
are contributing to organizing circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries. Zero Muda in this model is
recurring in two of the four elements. The first being the concepts on Zero Muda by parental companies,
the second is the current perspective of Zero Muda in the strategy developed by TMHNL. The case of this
research is explained by the third element circularity and lithium-ion batteries. The fourth element explains
the roles for business which are used to test how well the current practices and the case of this research
contribute to circularity. Tested how Zero Muda fits the roles of business will lead to the insights for
organizing circularity. In this paragraph, the elements of the model and how they contribute to attaining
the insights at organizing circularity at TMHNL are discussed.

Figure 8: Conceptual model (Own work, 2020)

Zero Muda is a concept derived from the parental companies of TMHNL. For this reason, the first part of
the model explains the “parental companies,” and their concepts on Zero Muda. As these concepts on Zero
Muda are important for all its subsidiaries. There is a need to look at TMHNL’s parental companies in order
to explore the concepts and strategies of the circular economy on paper. Exploring the concepts of these
strategies are key to organize circularity as mentioned by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) and
Lindahl (2019), who see that organizing circularity starts with a different mindset than current economic
practices. Exploring the concepts on circularity on paper in this first section helps to analyze the parental
companies position towards the circular economy.
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The second element of the model describes TMHNL’s management perspectives on organizing circularity
for TMHNL. Parental companies of TMHNL design on goals and strategies for the future. TMHNL is then free
to design its own local strategy in which it incorporates elements from its parental companies. In order to
see how TMHNL translated parental company strategies to Dutch level, insights on the perspectives in
person are needed to explore a key element in organizing the circular economy. Practically, this second
section will look into current practices at the office and work floor at TMHNL to help explore the
perspectives in person in more detail. More specifically, these practices are needed to explore in which
ways TMHNL can currently act as a change agent to modify current practices to favor the circular economy
(Steurer, 2013).
In the third element of the conceptual model, the case of this research is described, specifically the
circularity potential for batteries in their end-of-life phase. As Oliveira, et al. (2015) and Peters et al. (2017)
mentioned, the recycling/end-of life phase is a dominant factor when looking at the total environmental
performance of a battery. Moreover, as stated by Pagliaro and Meneguzzo (2019), the growing use of
lithium-ion batteries demand an increasing need to reuse and recycle. This third element of the model
elaborates on the potential for lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase. Looking at the theoretical
flow model of Richa, Babbitt, and Gaustad (2017), an additional step for batteries can be added in their life
phase to maximize the use of a battery before it is discarded or recycled. The third element of this model
also explores this step of cascaded reuse in order to ensure maximum use of the battery before it reaches
its end-of-life phase. Seeing how the practical aspects of organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries
influence the concepts of Zero Muda at TMHNL is important to determine in what ways circularity can be
attained in general.
The fourth element in this model are the roles for business in organizing circularity. The four roles as
described by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) are seen as fundamental for organizing circular
practices in business. By evaluating the concepts of Zero Muda in relation to the roles for business insights
can be attained concerning the practicalities of organizing circularity at TMHNL. These insights are then
deliberated upon based on the four roles for business.
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3. Research Strategy
The aim of this research is to attain better insights on how the ‘Zero Muda’ perspectives of TMHNL are
contributing to the process of organizing circularity with regard to lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life
phase. This research was conducted between October 2019 and February 2020. In order to attain insights
for TMHNL, a qualitative study was conducted using an “embedded case study design.” Qualitative research
methods were used in this research in which interviews with internal and external stakeholders form an
important source of data. Combined with the perspectives on circularity in different documentations,
insights can be attained into the practical aspects of organizing circularity. In order to further explore
current practices at TMHNL, observations were conducted in the warehouse at its location in Ede, the
Netherlands. Figure 9 shows the research model used in this thesis, which is based on the concepts
discussed in Chapter 2. The concepts in this model are further discussed in this chapter.

Figure 9: Research model (Own work, 2020)

3.1 Interpretive Frameworks

Prepossessed assumptions influence how research problems and questions are shaped and thus influence
the outcome of a study. When conducting a study, it is therefore important to think about the philosophical
assumptions made by the researcher (Garrick, 1999; Creswell & Poth, 2018). This qualitative thesis research
applies philosophical assumptions: ontology, epistemology, axiological, and methodology within
interpretive frameworks. The selected framework for this study is: “postpositivism”. In a postpositivist
worldview, the researcher reports systematic data collection and analysis procedures in order to be
extremely thorough and careful. This is necessary, as this research looks at patterns and concepts in the
way circularity is perceived by internal stakeholders at TMHNL. By examining these perspectives for data
analysis in a thoughtful manner, patterns and concepts could be critically observed (Creswell & Poth, 2018;
Phillips & Burbules, 2000). Knowledge in a postpositivist research is conjectural, as background knowledge
and values of the researcher influence the observations of the study. This leads to only a flawed
understanding of the entire reality. Therefore, the evidence resulted from this study is always subject to
reconsideration (Phillips & Burbules, 2000). This systematic data collection is discussed in the next
paragraphs, describing the dependability of this study.
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In practice, a postpositivist research is seen as a series of logically related steps. Moreover, this worldview
looks at multiple perspectives from participants instead of a single reality; for this reason, external
stakeholders are involved to explore the circularity potential for lithium-ion batteries (Creswell & Poth,
2018). When looking at organizing circularity for TMHNL, it is key to see how perspectives of parental
companies on paper and TMHNL’s management are of influence. In order to assist with analyzing all these
perspectives, the use of the computer program Atlas.ti proved helpful. Paulus and Lester (2016) endorse
the use of this program as it is useful in storing and coding data, conducting research, and engaging in the
relationships of data. The coding and analytical properties of Atlas.ti are seen as a requisite when analyzing
discourses in qualitative research (Paulus & Lester, 2016).

3.2 Research Strategy

This research uses the approach of a case study in accordance with the technical research design strategy
of Verschuren and Doorewaard (2005). The case study gives a researcher insight into one or several objects
or processes that are restricted in time and space. The case study for this research is TMHNL and their
process of organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries in motive applications (Verschuren & Doorewaard,
2005). In this study, the individual case of lithium-ion batteries is thoroughly examined to see how the Zero
Muda strategy perspectives are contributing to the case (Figure 10).

Figure 10: The warehouse and workshop of TMHNL.

3.2.1 Single Case Study Design: Deviant Case
As earlier discussed, lithium-ion batteries are relatively new in products for Toyota Material Handling. The
case of the end-of-life phase of these batteries fits in the context of TMHNL’s business activities since they
are a new business activity and they represent a unique case. Toyota’s management strategies, like the TPS,
have already been part of the business for decades, as mentioned in the introduction. New technologies,
such as lithium-ion and societal demands for more sustainable practices, call for electrification of
transportation (Williams, et al., 2012). Lithium-ion in mobility combined with new pay-per-use business
models is seen as key into achieving a more environmentally friendly way of transportation (Burns, 2013).
Despite the environmental and financial advantages of lithium-ion technology, the practices of handling
lithium-ion in their end-of-life phase are vague. Laws and regulations are currently lacking and as of
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November 2019, regulation only tells companies to take back batteries after costumers use them as §3 art.5
sub 6. describes (Government of the Netherlands, 2017). The retrieving, storing, and handling of the
batteries at the Ede facility are currently not compliant with the projected scale of sales in the future, which
will lead to more returned end-of-life trucks. That is why lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL are currently
considered deviant from TMHNL’s processes to achieve Zero Muda (internal communication, TMHNL,
November 2019).
When a case represents a phenomenon that is rare or deviant from other processes in a company, one can
consider this unique (Yin, 2003). For TMHNL, the case of lithium-ion batteries is currently considered deviant
simply because it is a new phenomenon which is not up to standard compared to other processes at the
facility in Ede (e.g almost full recyclability of lead-acid batteries). Lithium-ion batteries currently cannot be
fully recycled, and an increase in sales is therefore deviant when looking at the strategy for Zero Muda, as
more lithium-ion batteries produce more waste instead of better recyclability. There is a visible dichotomy
when looking at parental companies’ strategies aiming to be carbon neutral by 2050 and the expected
negative externalities in the end-of-life phase for lithium-ion batteries. When comparing this to the current
recyclability of the lead-acid battery in use, the deviance of lithium-ion in relation to attain Zero Muda
becomes clear. The uniqueness and deviance of the case in the current processes of TMHNL and its goals
for Zero Muda make lithium-ion an interesting object of research. Analyzing the case of lithium-ion in its
end-of-life phase thus probes for new explanations on how to organize circularity. This exploratory form of
research aims to elucidate what factors contribute to the circularity potential and these factors can be
applied to other cases within TMHNL or elsewhere (Seawright & Gerring, 2008).

3.2.2 Context of the Study and Unit of Analysis
The circularity potential of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase at TMHNL is, as was previously
mentioned, defined as the research case. This “single-case” will be discussed in the context of the Zero
Muda perspectives of TMHNL. In the case of lithium-ion batteries, attention is given to two subunits. These
subunits are internal and external actors of the company that are immediate to the case. Following the work
of Yin (2003), which regarded designing case studies, an “embedded case study design” was selected as the
research design. The context, case, and embedded units of analysis are shown in Figure 11.

Context: Zero Muda at TMHNL
Case: Circularity potential of lithium-ion batteries in trucks at THMNL
External stakeholders influencing endof-life potential of lithium-ion batteries

TMHNL’s perspectives on organizing
circularity

Figure 11: Research design of the embedded-single-case-study, figure based on the work of Yin (2003), two units of analysis are
described within the case.

Based on the conceptual model (as discussed in Paragraph 2.6), internal and external stakeholders can be
defined. As is also seen in Figure 11, both external stakeholders and internal stakeholders explaining the
management potential is needed in order to explore the case of this research. As can be seen in Figure 11,
the context of the research is the Zero Muda perspectives at TMHNL, and within this context, the case of
lithium-ion batteries in trucks was selected. This specific case was selected since lithium-ion batteries are
fairly new in motive applications, and for TMHNL, this will lead to the adoption of new practices in their
business environment. Moreover, achieving sustainability is a goal set both by the Zero Muda Strategy and
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TMHNL’s parental companies. It is important to see how the perspectives on paper and in person influence
the case of the circularity potential of lithium-ion batteries.
After having defined the research questions and the context of the study, it is important to describe the
unit of analysis or the case in question (Yin, 2003). In this study, the unit of analysis are the internal and
external stakeholders directly influencing the circularity potential of used lithium-ion batteries. Here,
internal management perspectives of TMHNL whose activities directly affect battery operations show what
ways circularity can be achieved within TMHNL, whereas external stakeholders influence the technical
opportunities for reusing and recycling lithium-ion in practice.

3.3 Data Collection Methods

When conducting a case study, it is key that issues such as transparency, repeatability, and validity of the
research are described so that the quality of the research design can be judged (Fischer & Julsing, 2014, p.
63). Yin (2003, pp. 35-38) describes four components to test the quality of a research design in social science
research. These four components are: “construct validity,” “internal validity,” “external validity,” and
“reliability.” This paragraph will elucidate on these components by describing how data was gathered and
obtained.
Construct validity refers to how data is collected within the study. The believability of the findings is part of
the internal validity of a study. External validity explains in what sense the findings of this thesis research
are generalizable beyond the context of the case of TMHNL. Reliability is achieved if the study can be
repeated by another research resulting in the same findings (Yin, 2003). In general, trustworthiness of the
research can be considered the key term as a criterion to assess how good a study is (Lincoln and Guba,
1985, as cited in Bryman, 2012, p. 49). This following paragraph will continue to explain how the
trustworthiness of the research is guaranteed by explaining the methods used in data collection.

3.3.1 Semi-Structured Interviews
For this research, interviews are key in attaining the information needed to discuss the (sub-) units in this
research. For this reason, interviews form the foundation of this research as they provide the insights for
the internal and external perspectives of circularity, moreover expert-interviews with stakeholders in the
end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries will provide information about the variable in question (Fischer &
Julsing, 2014). Based on the conceptual model, an initial interview with the managing director of TMHNL,
combined with personal communication with the supervisors at THMNL, resulted in the list of interviewees
seen later in Table 2. This way of composing the list of interviews for my research is considered purposive
sampling (Bryman, 2012, p. 418). This form of purposive sampling is relevant to the research questions that
are being posed, as this aided in a strategic manner of selecting interviewees for the deviant case study. For
example, existing suppliers of batteries at TMHNL were sampled based on their knowledge of supplying
lithium-ion batteries.
In answering the research questions, a flexible style of data gathering is required in which the interviewees
are given openness to respond to questions in an interview. This requires little pre-structuring prior to the
interview in which only a list of topics to be discussed and open-ended questions are provided to the
interviewee (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2005; DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). Verschuren and
Doorewaard (2005, p. 116) defined three ways in which people can act as a source:
• respondent: a person supplies information about themselves
• informant: data about other people, situations, object or processes is explained by the person
• expert: expert of knowledge, which otherwise would have required large additional research
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This research used all three ways in which people can be function as a source. For example, it is relevant to
gather both expert information and personal experiences of interviewees about the perceptions of
circularity at TMHNL. Interviews were conducted with internal and external stakeholders. The more expert
interview questions proved helpful in attaining insights of management perspectives and lithium-ion
battery end-of-life options and the more informant/respondent interviews questions were shown to be
helpful ins attaining insights in the personal experiences of employees at TMHNL working with lithium-ion
batteries (Fischer & Julsing, 2014; Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2005). On the next page, Table 2 shows the
overview of the interviewees and the dates the interviews were conducted. The interview guides used to
conduct the informant and expert interviews can be consulted in Appendix 1. The interview guides were
designed based on the sub-research-questions of this thesis, phrased in a way that was understandable for
the interviewees being questioned (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 164). The interviews were conducted in Dutch,
as all of the participants of this research were Dutch.
Interviews were recorded with the “Voice Memos” app on iPhone. Most interviews were transcribed with
help of the online tool Amberscript 1 , a computer program in which audio files are converted to text.
Amberscript requires good quality recordings, so in some cases with insufficient quality recordings,
interview had to be transcribed by hand. The transcriptions were shared with the interviewees after the
interviews to be checked for review and possible additions or withdrawals of statements. This “respondent
validation” contributed to the credibility of this research, as interviewees were able to confirm the
statements and arguments made in the interview (Bryman, 2012, p. 391). After validation, the transcriptions
of the interviews were analyzed with computer program Atlas.ti. Data analysis will be discussed in more
detail in the next paragraph, 3.4, and research ethics in the paragraph thereafter.

1

www.amberscript.com/en
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Table 2: Informative overview of interviewees and the variables in question.

#
1a

Interviewees
Managing director at TMHNL

Unit of research in question
- Sustainability TMHNL

Interview
Face to face

1b

Managing director at TMHNL

- Organizing Circularity

Face to face

2

- Manager Technical Support at TMHNL
- Technical specialist at TMHNL

Face to face

3

Coördinator quality and safety at TMHNL

4
5

Management assistant and sustainability
champion at TMHNL
Workshop and logistics manager at TMHNL

- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Organizing Circularity
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Organizing Circularity
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Sustainability TMHNL

6

Human Resources Manager at TMHNL

Face to face

7

Sales director at TMHNL

8

Rental & used director at TMHNL

9
10

Managing director at Spiers New Technologies
BV - Europe
Circular economy expert and innovator, Turntoo

- Organizing Circularity
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Organizing Circularity
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Organizing Circularity
- Sustainability TMHNL
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Organizing Circularity

11

Director at battery recycler Stibat

12

15

Senior Researcher Closing the Loop of Materials
at Saxion University of Applied Sciences
-Manager Operations at Celectric
-Product specialist at Celectric
Spokesperson in battery recycling practices at
Ter Horst Groep
General manager at Midac Batteries Nederland

16

Policy advisor at automobile recycler ARN

13
14

- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Organizing Circularity
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options
- Lithium-ion battery end-oflife options

Face to face

Face to face
Face to face

Face to face
Face to face
Face to face
Over the
phone
Over the
phone
Face to face
Face to face
Over the
phone
Face to face
Face to face

3.3.2 Additional Document Research
In addition to the interviews, supplemental documents were analyzed in this research. The methodology
used in this thesis of analyzing the interviews combined with official documents is sound for investigating
case studies within a company (Bryman, 2012, p. 551). Official documents derived from private sources
form the core of the documents used. These documents include the following: strategies, memos, and
sustainability reports from the past two years. Table 3, on the next page, shows the overview of the
documents studied in this research and whether these documents are publicly available or not. Not all of
these documents are publicly accessible as they are intended for internal use at TMHN; Table 3 shows if and
where the documents analyzed can be retrieved.
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Table 3: Overview of the official documents, deriving from private sources, used in the data analysis of this research.

Document Title

Author

Retrievable at:

Milieuprogramma
FY2021
(Environmental Program TMHNL)
TMHNL Strategie 2024 Zero Muda
(Strategy Document for 2024)
Sustainability Report 2018

TMHNL

Not publicly accessible, internal documentation only

TMHNL

Not publicly accessible, internal documentation only

Toyota Material
Handling Europe

Sustainability Report 2019

Toyota Material
Handling Europe

Code of Conduct

Toyota Material
Handling Europe

Sustainability
Report
2019,
(Slideshow current progress)
Toyota Industries Report 2018

Toyota Material
Handling Europe
Toyota Industries
Corporation

https://media.toyotaforklifts.eu/published/16019_Original%20document_toyota%2
0mh.pdf
https://media.toyotaforklifts.eu/published/19156_Original%20document_toyota%2
0mh.pdf
https://media.toyotaforklifts.eu/published/1584_Original%20document_toyota%20
mh.pdf
Not publicly accessible, internal documentation only

Toyota Industries Report 2019

Toyota Industries
Corporation
Toyota Industries
Corporation

Environmentally
Preferable
Purchasing Guidelines, Sixth
Edition
The Sixth Environmental Action
Plan (Explanatory Material)
EcoVadis Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)
Assessment Report 2018
EcoVadis Corporate Social
Responsability (CSR)
Assessment Report 2019

EcoVadis

https://www.toyotaindustries.com/investors/library/annual_reports/2018/index.h
tml
https://www.toyotaindustries.com/investors/items/TICOReport2019_E_full_s.pdf
https://www.toyotaindustries.com/company/procurement/environmentally_prefe
rable_purchasing_guidelines.pdf
https://www.toyotaindustries.com/csr/environment/items/tico_envplan6_2021.pdf
Not publicly accessible, internal documentation only

EcoVadis

Not publicly accessible, internal documentation only

Toyota Industries
Corporation

When collecting and analyzing these official documents for the quality of the research, it is important to
look at the authenticity, credibility, representation, and meaning of the documents (Bryman, 2012, p. 544).
It is key to explore the point of view that is meant to get across to the reader, especially when analyzing
documents derived from private sources since this can lead to divergent interpretations of the documents.
Because of that, the documents will be analyzed in context to the interviews and therefore will help to
attain insights in the process and factors that lie behind the divergence of the text. To contribute to the
validity of this research, the additional documents in Table 3 were examined with respect to the interviews
and observations of this research (Bryman, 2012, p. 551). Therefore, the documents listed in Table 3 and
the conducted interviews were similarly analyzed through the aid of the Atlas.ti analytical program.
Additional documents also included an analysis of the applicable laws and regulations for the use of lithiumion batteries in business practices. The results of this study on applicable laws and regulations will be
discussed in Paragraph 4.4.
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3.3.3 Observations
Part of this research also included observations of the case as a method of attaining data for this research.
The internship position at TMHNL provided opportunities to observe practices at the work floor and in its
warehouse. Moreover, a meeting was attended with the representative group for suppliers in mobile
solutions2 on January 22nd, 2020. During this meeting, information was provided about the general safety
issues of handling, storing, and transporting lithium-ion batteries. Finally, the company Spiers New
Technologies explained the potential for batteries to be reused in stationary applications during this
meeting. Notes of the observations were added in Atlas.ti in the form of memos or through additional
documents that were then coded.
The method used for observations can best be described as “unstructured observations” (Bryman, 2012, p.
273). The use of an observation schedule was not entailed; instead, fieldnotes were made that were later
coded. In this research, the limitations of the unstructured observations, which center around issues with
validity and reliability, are acknowledged (Bryman, 2012, p. 279). However, in combination with the
conducted interviews and the additional document analysis, the notes of the observations proved helpful
in exploring opportunities for practical implementations of organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries
(Bryman, 2012, 284).

3.4 Data Analysis
Coding
Interviews combined with official documents are the foremost sources of information in answering the main
research question. As briefly mentioned, the computer program Atlas.ti was used for analyzing the gathered
data. Transcriptions of the interviews and additional documents, as listed in Table 3, were added in an
Atlas.ti project. Documents and interviews of this research will be subject to the same codes since this will
explain the context of the situation(s) in more detail, as J. Scott (1990, p.6, as cited in Bryman, 2012, p. 551)
describes that all sources of data have to be scrutinized and examined in the context of all the sources of
data used in a study.
Two cycles of coding the data were used in this research. Initially data was coded based on their contents
in the text and second they were distilled into more general theoretical ideas (Bryman, 2012, p. 569). First,
by “initial coding,” descriptive terms were given to lines of text that provided an early impression of the
data and its important concepts. Initial coding led to 352 different codes. These initial codes resulted in
analytical leads preparatory to the second cycle of coding (Saldaña, 2009, p. 81). Secondly, “focused coding”
searched for the most frequent and significant initial codes to develop categories (Saldaña, 2009, p. 155).
In this step, twelve categories were defined and three codes emerged that could not be linked to these
twelve categories. The categories and codes identified are shown in Table 4 on the next page. The second
cycle of coding, however, proved to be more of an eclectic form of coding where focused coding was
combined with theoretical coding (Saldaña, 2009, p. 150). This combination was selected in order to help
to define the central category that appears to have “the greatest explanatory relevance for the
phenomenon” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 163).

2

Representative group: BMWT, please refer to their webpage www.bmwt.nl
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Table 4: Main themes and codes used when analyzing the data.

Subunit

Categories
Circular Economy

Organizing
Circularity

Circular Strategies
Alternative Business Models
Laws and Regulations
Zero Muda
TMHNL

Sustainability
TMHNL
Parental Companies
Users
Lithium-ion
battery endof-life
options

Lithium-Ion battery
End-of-Life
Cascaded Reuse
Battery Producers
Bottom-line is price

“Unlinked
Codes”

External Demands for CSR
Linear Economy Perspectives

Description
Defining the outline of the circular economy in
general, in which focus on product ownership and its
location in the chain are key.
The four roles for business as defined by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation (2019).
Alternative business models which center around
sustaining value of the materials in lithium-ion
batteries.
The development and the applicability of current
laws and regulations.
Definitions and perspectives on the Zero Muda
strategy.
Explains management strategies and commitments
on circularity, and its actual performance on
sustainability.
Influences of parental companies: Toyota Material
Handling Europe and Toyota Industries Corporation
Japan
Contribution of users of Toyota’s produce to
organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries.
Technical qualities of the lithium-ion battery
Current practices in lithium-ion’s end-of life phase
Theoretical and practical implications of cascaded
reuse.
Battery producers influences in the material chain of
lithium-ion batteries.
Key driver in economic processes, which imposes
maximum benefits at minimum costs.
Societal pressures on organizing more sustainable
business practices.
Perspectives that favors monetary stakeholders over
societal and environmental stakeholders.

3.5 Research Ethics

In social research certain issues arise concerning ethics. Diener and Crandall (1978, as cited in Bryman, 2012)
defined four main areas of research ethics, these are the following: harm to participants, lack of informed
consent, invasion of privacy and deception. This research focused mainly on the case of lithium-ion batteries
at TMHNL, the perceptions of its employees, and external stakeholders contributing to the case of lithiumion technology. Information derived from the interviews that did not contribute to answering the research
questions was not used in this research. To build on confidentiality, consent was asked before the start of
each interview and an explanation of the thesis research was given. Afterwards a transcription of the
interview was made available to the interviewees. Some respondents revalidated these transcriptions or
made some modifications or withdrawals of statements. This process known as respondent validation
contributes to the validity and credibility of the interview transcriptions used for this research (Bryman,
2012). Participant deception was prevented by providing interviewees with a brief interview guide and
explanation of this research, the interview guides can be seen in Appendix 1: Interview Guides. Due to the
nature of this research, full transcriptions and recordings were not included in this thesis and were only
shared with thesis supervisors for the evaluation of this research. For privacy reasons the interviewees, as
previously listed in Table 2, were anonymized, showing only their relevant occupations in this research.
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4. Results
In this chapter, the results of the embedded single case study are discussed. The research questions cover
the concepts of circularity on paper, the practical aspects of organizing circularity for lithium-ion, and
circular perceptions at TMHNL. These three elements form the structure in which these results of this
chapter are portrayed. Based on the elements from the research model, the concepts on paper of TMHNL’s
parental companies are reviewed first. Second, TMHNL and its strategy of Zero Muda on paper are analyzed.
Third, the roles of business for the circular economy and in what way both parental companies and TMHNL
fit these roles are discussed. Fourth, applicable laws and regulations in the Netherlands are reviewed. Fifth,
the practical aspects of circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase are
discussed. All the information of this chapter will be concluded in the sixth and final paragraph, giving an
overview of the circular potential of lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL. All of this information forms the
foundation for the insights in organizing circularity at TMHNL, which will be analyzed in the next chapter.

4.1 Parental Companies

As already discussed, both Toyota Industries Corporation and Toyota Material Handling Europe are the
parent organizations of TMHNL. The next paragraph will explain the various strategic decisions and goals
concerning the circular economy and thereby tries to identify the management perspectives for organizing
circularity on paper.
Toyota Industries Japan
Annually, Toyota Industries produces an industries report in which it reflects on its commitments to the
following things: strategies; performance on Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) aspects; and
their financial position in the world market. In order to play a part in the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) of the United Nations, the Toyota Industries Corporation intends to contribute towards these goals
by “striving to resolve social issues through corporate activities” (Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019, p.
4). Specifically, it plans to promote material reduction, reuse, and recycling into its design for effective
resource utilization. These goals are aspired to be reached in the year 2050 (Toyota Industries Corporation,
2019, p. 68). This goal of Toyota corresponds with the 12th goal of the SDGs, namely: “responsible
consumption and production”. In the 12th goal is stated that urgent action is needed to ensure that the
current use of materials does not lead to environmental degradation. The Toyota Industries Corporation
acknowledges the relevance of the SDGs in its Social & Environment Report of 2019 (Toyota Industries
Corporation, 2019, p. 43). Moreover, works styles that eliminate “muda” (Toyota Industries Corporation,
2019, p. 1) are promoted.
By taking on new challenges and by being studious and creative Toyota Industries is aiming to “Make the
earth a better place to live, enrich lifestyles, and promote a compassionate society” (Toyota Industries
Corporation, 2019, p. 17). More specifically for the motive industry, it is mentioned that both its rental and
sales fleets contribute to “relatively stable (economic) growth” (Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019, p. 18),
as Toyota Industries Corporation sees this as being less vulnerable to the impact of an economic slowdown
(Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019, p. 18). No specific references to the circular economy are mentioned
in goals and statements of Toyota Industries in their annual reports. Instead of specific references,
statements, and strategies on the circular economy, CSR issues as discussed by Toyota Industries can be
linked to the concepts of the circular economy.
Toyota’s Sixth Environmental Action Plan does mention some concepts of the circular economy. Although
the concept of circularity is not mentioned directly. Toyota’s Sixth Environmental Action Plan sketches CSR
issues the company should overcome by the year 2050. By 2050, the company is “Aiming at building a
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sustainable society which enables the harmonious coexistence of nature with our daily lives” (Sixth
Environmental Action plan, p.3). This ideal state is to be attained by looking at four items of their global
environmental commitment. These four items are:
1. Establishing low-carbon society, globally challenging for CO2 zero emission society
2. Establishing recycling-based society, challenging for minimum use of resources
3. Establishing environmental risk reduction and society in harmony with nature, positively
influencing biodiversity
4. Promoting environmental management, promoting enhancement of consolidated management
and awareness enlightenment activity
For the use of resources, the second item, ‘establishing recycling-based society’ explains that the goals for
the year 2050 is to aim for the ideal state with a: “Challenging for minimum use of resources - aiming at
zero waste [Zero Muda]-” (Sixth Environmental Action plan, p. 8). By the year 2021, subsidiaries of the
Toyota Industries should reduce waste by almost 30% compared to the year 2005 (Sixth Environmental
Action plan, p. 8). This includes that between 2020 and 2050 Toyota Industries should “Promote measures
for preventing resource-depletion by recovering waste as a resource” (Sixth Environmental Action plan, p.
8). To establish recycling-based societies by 2050, short term targets for 2021 and 2030 focus to “Implement
initiatives to promote 3R [reduce, reuse and recycle] design for effective resource utilization” (Toyota
Industries Corporation, 2019, p. 65). Specific initiatives and guidelines for individual subsidiary companies
to work towards a recycling-based society are not mentioned in the documentation of the Toyota Industries
Corporation studied. Even though at Japanese parental level notions are made concerning Zero Muda in the
sense of wastes, no references are made concerning the circular economy.
Toyota Material Handling Europe
The Toyota Industries Corporation acknowledges the relevance of the SDGs in its Social & Environment
Report of 2019 (Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019). This acknowledgement is translated into the
European sustainability report of Toyota Material Handling Europe, in which responsible consumption and
production is mentioned as a goal of importance (TMHE, 2019, p. 19). Toyota Material Handling Europe’s
“Code of Conduct Document” explains that: “TMHE [Toyota Material Handling Europe] also seeks to
maintain high standards of health, safety and environmental management, and sets ambitious targets for
all its activities, including research and development, procurement, production, distribution, sales, and
services” (Code of Conduct, p.9). The ambitious targets for environmental management are explained in
the Sustainability Report 2019 (and in the 2018 report) of Toyota Material Handling Europe. Ultimate their
goal is set for zero wastes in the future; “The future we want to create is a future where Muda is history”
(TMHE, 2019, p. 7). Similar to TMHNL their strategy is thus to achieve Zero Muda. In the latest report of
2019, three sustainability priorities are given for corporate social responsibility, and they are as follows:
1. Maximise quality and customer safety
“Excellent quality through proactive methods and continuously supplying attractive products that
anticipate customer needs” (TMHE, 2019, p. 28)
2. Optimize opportunities for people to thrive
“Our ability to attract, retain and develop qualified employees throughout the organisation is essential (…)
we are achieving greater success in promoting development of best practice regarding attracting and
retaining talent, developing our people and respecting equal opportunities and engaging its employees
(…)” (TMHE, 2019, p. 36).
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3. Minimize environmental impacts
“This involves promoting innovative, more energy-efficient products, reducing energy consumption in our
operations, exploring possibilities to use renewable energy sources, reducing water use and waste, and
enhancing recycling of our products” (TMHE, 2019, p. 50).
It is the third priority ‘minimize environmental impacts’ that explains Toyota Material Handling Europe’s
intentions with the circular economy. As previously shown in Figure 7, the recycling industry is seen as a
sphere of limited engagement by Toyota Material Handling Europe. Because of the limited sphere of
influence in the end-of-life phase of its products, Toyota Material Handling Europe sees the need to consider
the circular economy as “(…) to extend the scope of our environmental management to our supply chain
and our customers’ operations” (TMHE, 2019, p. 58). Concerning the circular economy, Toyota Material
Handling Europe focusses on the chassis of its trucks, as the production of steel is identified as the main
source of its carbon footprint. For this reason, Toyota Material Handling Europe conducted a study with the
University of Linköping in Sweden to explore circular practices for the steel chassis in trucks (TMHE, 2019,
p. 58). Apart from this study and intents for remanufacturing used chassis, circular practices for other parts
of trucks and business processes are not mentioned. In detail, the circular strategy of Toyota Material
Handling Europe stimulates the sales of used trucks, thereby preventing truck materials from ending up in
waste streams (TMHE, 2019, p. 59). Apart from its plans on sales and its initiative to reuse chassis, no clear
goals or strategies for implementing the circular economy in its business activities are mentioned.

4.2 Toyota Material Handling the Netherlands
4.2.1 Zero Muda Strategy
Within its parental companies TMHNL is able to define its own strategy: “A nice feature of the company
Toyota Material Handling is, that within a country you can formulate quite fairly your own strategy”, as
mentioned by the managing director of TMHNL (Interview #1b). As briefly described in Paragraph 2.2,
TMHNL’s goal for 2024 is to strive for the elimination of unnecessary wastes and resource streams in its
company activities. Zero Muda encompasses all aspects of the company, such as maintenance activities,
strategies, and its emissions. The strategy for 2024 is specifically developed by TMHNL’s management for
business activities in the Netherlands. Derived from elements of strategies and commitments by TMHNL’s
parental companies three specific targets were set in strategy of Zero Muda, in short these are:
1. The market knows TMHNL as the expert, partner, and integrator in material handling solutions:
Changing customer needs and demands require recognizing the different needs of individual
customers. Collaboration with partners is important to be able to be the supplier of the diverse
needs for customers.
2. Optimizing its exploitations
New technologies (e.g. lithium-ion batteries) are new forms of business. As customer needs are
variable and diverse, TMHNL needs to innovate in these technologies to ensure optimizing its
business, while on the same hand maintaining existing customer relations and their needs.
3. Having the correct setting and employees to achieve this mission
Employees should be part of the goal for 2024 by feeling responsible for their business activities.
Attracting new employees who can aid in attaining the correct setting is part of this target as well.
and are key in attaining
These targets explain the outline for the strategy of Zero Muda, which concludes that TMHNL should strive
for leading in “innovation, technology and sustainability” (Zero Muda Strategy, p.15). No references to the
reduction of wastes were mentioned, neither a reference towards the circular economy is stated in this
strategy document. All in all, no waste approaches are not included in the Zero Muda Strategy at TMHNL.
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4.2.2 Circularity and Zero Muda at TMHNL
The managing director at TMHNL (Interview #1a) explained that when the company discusses or
implements sustainability, it is always in accordance with the Triple P’s (a balance between people, planet,
profit). This means that being leading in sustainability should always be consideration between its financial
performance and position in the material handling industry. The interpretations of the terminology:
sustainability, circularity, and Zero Muda within management of TMHNL are discussed in this paragraph.
The concept of Muda relates to wastes, but this can be interpreted broadly. This can range from waste in
the sense of garbage as wastes in the sense of processes in a company. Next, some quotes are shown that
elucidate this broad interpretation:
-

-

-

-

“If you organize your processes in a correct way, so that for example less packaging
comes to the warehouse, instead of six small boxes you can also have just one (…)”
(Interview #4)
“If you notice an employee moving towards a burn-out, you can help them by means of
a program (…) having them consult a specialist (…) or steer them towards more relaxation
or holidays (…) employees who are unable to work are also Muda.” (Interview #4).
“The question is which part of the chain you are examining, and which perspective do
you have? If you trash your battery at its end-of-life, you achieve Muda (…) it’s a complex
flow, so it is hard to only look at one part of the flow to explain what Muda is and what
is not” (Interview #3).
“Maintaining products for as long as possible, maximize the utilization of your stakes”
(Interview #8).
“We try to find common ground concerning sustainability. Zero Muda and zero
emissions, where are the commonalities. By making processes leaner, also at our
customers, processes flow better so there are less do-overs, less loss in energy, so in that
way it contributes to sustainability.” (Interview #1a).

Concerning circularity, a clear definition concerning its concept was not given in the conducted internal
interviews at TMHNL. Observations at the work floor concluded similar findings, as TMHNL currently has
few circular practices that can be observed. An example of a circular practices that was mentioned in the
interviews were references towards the circularity of the materials used in the construction of its
warehouse/office (e.g. the recyclability of the bamboo floor used in the building).
The intent of the interview questions (Appendix 1, under sustainability TMHNL) was to explore how
circularity is seen in relation to lithium-ion batteries and Zero Muda. Based on the interviews, circularity
was mostly seen as a sustainable strategy that can contribute to TMHNL’s goals for Zero Muda. In the
following quotations, some show that circularity is always seen as a method of contributing to organizing
more sustainable business practices at TMHNL, but it has no clear foundation in its current practice.
-

-

“It [organizing circularity] should also be beneficial for the customer. It must be a winwin situation” (Interview #8).
“In that sense we also have a responsibility concerning our profitability. On the other side
I say it is also our responsibility, we should look at these issues and deliberate” (Interview
#1b).
“Lithium-ion has a longer life span than lead-acid (…) in which its average deployment is
about 12 years, this is often longer than the life span of a truck it is in. Thus, it could be
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-

possible to sell a new truck with a used battery, which in my opinion would be a good
idea [for organizing circularity in rental and sales]” (Interview #7).
“It [circularity] is surely being discussed. We have our Energy Management Team, which
discusses this amongst other sustainable causes. We as well have a team (…) in which we
[different departments of TMHNL] all look at a different piece on the topic of corporate
social responsibility, and circularity. We are still shaping this team to prevent doing thing
double, but instead to complement each other” (Interview #4).

Even though circularity and sustainability are viewed as important at TMHNL the notions of the linear
economy become apparent:
-

“They [Toyota Material Handling Europe] steer on market share, which is calculated of new
units” (Interview #8).
“But the bottom-line is the price. We can keep discussing that, but that is the reality”
(Interview #7)
“Simply said, we have agreements with Tico [Toyota Industries Corporation Japan] about
the amount of money that has to be delivered to its shareholders, this is almost sacred”
(Interview #6)

As mentioned by scholars these concepts of the linear economy do not contribute to organizing
circularity. If prices and costs become dominant arguments circularity will be harder to achieve,
this will also become visible in reuse and the recycleability of lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL (Figure
12) which will be discussed in paragraph 4.5.

Figure 12: The warehouse at TMHNL, in the front the workshop for repairs (Own work, 2020).
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4.3 Roles for Business

When organizing circularity for businesses, the loops of materials need to be closed, and therefore
businesses need to explore how to close loops of materials in their business (Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2019). However, organizing complete circular business activities is quite complex and therefore in our
globalized economy difficult or impossible to attain. As the senior researcher closing the loops of materials
(Interview #12) explained on individual level, companies cannot become completely circular since material
streams flow internationally within the globalized economy. On the individual level “you can however say,
what can you do as a company, or other actor in this playing flied, to ensure that the loops of materials are
improved towards better closure of loops” (Interview #12). In other words, complex international business
relations, global politics, business models, and international supply chains are amongst the many
contributors to the complexity of organizing circularity.
It is identified by many scholars that the notion of product ownership does not contribute to organizing
circularity. In the ideal case, as described earlier in the “Perpetual Material Chain” in Figure 3, ownership is
replaced by the right to use materials, as consumers are unable to bear the responsibilities of recycling
produce (Interview #10). Alternative business models can stimulate shifting the notion of ownership (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2019).
Table 5 on the next page shows an overview of strategies in relation to the roles for business set by the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) Although some elements of the roles for business are mentioned in
documentation by TMHNL, a detailed commitment is missing, preventing the organization of circularity.
Toyota Material Handling Europe directs individual European companies, such as TMHNL, to test on their
CSR performance through the use of an EcoVadis certification. EcoVadis assessed the sustainability
performances of all companies and Toyota Material Handling Europe considers this an “independent
external assessment of sustainability governance in our company” (TMHE, 2019, p. 4). In the year 2019, the
Netherlands received a Silver Score on CSR performance, whereas seventeen other entities in Europe scored
the Gold medal. The EcoVadis evaluates CSR on 21 criteria covering the following themes: environmental
operations, labor and human rights, ethics, and sustainable procurement (EcoVadis, 2019). Although
TMHNL scores high above the average in the industry3, improvements can still be made on all four criteria
themes (internal documentation, TMHNL, November 2019). In general, the EcoVadis assessment concludes
reporting on environmental issues is lacking, as it is limited in reporting on quality or quantity, may not
cover the main issues, or reporting is not regular.

3

‘Average of the industry’ is based on all companies assessed by EcoVadis
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Table 5: Overview of strategies of TMHNL in relation to the roles for business set by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019). Information
is derived from: The Zero Muda strategy document 2019-2024; European and Toyota Industries Sustainability Report 2019; and, the
Toyota Industries vision for 2050.

1.Integrate
circular
economy into
strategy

-

2. Pilot,
innovate, and
invest

-

-

3. Corporate
communication
and public
awareness
campaigns

-

4. Stimulate
collaboration

-

Strategies Parental companies
No statements made concerning the
circular economy.
Strategy for establishing a recyclingbased society by 2050.
On European level, circular economy is
focused on increasing the sale of used
trucks and to reduce scrapped trucks.
Toyota Industries Japan is aiming to
promote innovative technology, product
development, and open innovation.
Innovation in the environment is
mentioned but not specified.
For Europe, innovation is seen as a
competitive advantage.
Innovation is seen as a method for
eliminating
waste
(Muda)
and
maximizing the efficiency, and it can
help to reduce costs.
Toyota Material Handling Europe sees
the circular economy as a means to
minimize environmental impacts, it is
seen as semi-important for individual
subsidiaries to invest in.
Although
several
notions
on
communication with customers and
personnel are mentioned none are
centered around the circular economy,
access-over-ownership models, and its
necessity to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Promoting the reuse of components and
resources is mentioned unspecified by
Toyota Industries Corporation Japan.
Similar to innovation, collaboration is
seen to help establish lean processes,
eliminating waste, maximizing efficiency
and the reduction of costs at European
level.
No specific collaboration partners are
mentioned.
Toyota Industries Japan promotes
“appropriate” collaboration with nonshareholder stakeholders.
Promoting environmental activities to
ensure compliance with laws and
regulations and to improve the
environmental performance of the
company.

Zero Muda Strategy, TMHNL
- No detailed commitment on
organizing circularity.
- Goal to be leading in sustainability,
but no clear/specific objectives
- No references are made towards
measuring
progress
on
sustainability beside the annual
third-party company assessment by
EcoVadis.
- Innovation is not a specified
objective, but rather as a means of
attaining TMHNL’s leading position
in the material handling solutions
market. Innovation in this sense,
according
TMHNL,
should
contribute to the services offered
to its clients.

-

No examples or commitments to
awareness campaigns are given.

-

TMHNL recognized the need to
collaborate with other partners to
ensure its position in the market in
regard to innovation and its
customer demands.
“TMHNL
cannot
attain
all
competences […] by itself, meaning
that collaboration with partner
organizations is needed to realize
maximum customer value” (Zero
Muda Strategy Document 20192024).

-
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This section shows quotations from the conducted interviews about the concepts of circularity at TMHNL in
relation to the four roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
1.Integrate circular economy into strategy
TMHNL currently has no specific strategies concerning circularity. However, in the interview with the rental
and used director at TMHNL (Interview #8) it became clear that organizing more circular practices, such as
reuse, could easily be fit into the existing strategy. An important notion in this interview was that “(…) only
the mindset needs to change, so that the focus is not solely on the market share of a new truck.” (Interview
#8). “A nice feature of the company Toyota Material Handling is that within a country, you can formulate,
quite fairly, your own strategy.” (Interview #1b). This means that within its parental companies, TMHNL
could be able to implement strategies, considering its financial stakeholders in the process.
2. Pilot, innovate, and invest
TMHNL piloted with a powerbank in its Ede warehouse. This is an example of a pilot program that is
currently conducted. “That is one of the reasons that THMNL developed a power bank, which is an example
of what we can do in the circular economy” (Interview #1b). However, concerning other innovations and
investments, there are no plans with regard to sustainability or circularity.
3. Corporate communication and public awareness campaigns
The technical complexity and novelty of the battery are not contributing in TMHNL’s communication about
establishing trust for users of the battery in trucks. In the sale of trucks, there is currently much uncertainty
at TMHNL about the technical and environmental advantages of lithium-ion. For that reason, TMHNL
ensures its representatives are trained twice per year in energy solutions, such as lithium-ion. “We need to
make this stick for our representatives, so they can sell these products with confidence; we are making
steps in this” (Interview #7). Apart from training company representatives, no external communication or
awareness campaigns are made by TMHNL concerning organizing circularity. “It is also important, in my
opinion, that there is a culture in which everyone thinks along (…) ‘for example: is our way of doing so also
the most optimum in regard to sustainability?’ That is something I miss” (Interview #4).Concerning
communicating internally about sustainability to employees the following is mentioned: “Why don’t we
facilitate Toyota employees, if they are willing to invest [in communal solar panels]? (…) Attaining
environmental awareness at the employee level are cheap steps to improvement in my opinion” (Interview
#6).
4. Stimulate collaboration
Within the Zero Muda strategy, the need to collaborate is present in fields in which Toyota currently creates
Muda in its processes. At TMHNL, no such partnerships or collaborations efforts are currently in place for
circularity; however, management is open to explore these potential partnerships. “The moment we find a
solution, for example, it enters a certain procedure, or goes to a recycler (…) that’s great. It would be nice
if we could find a procedure or a buyer to help us” (Interview #1b). “I would think agreements with suppliers
should be in front of this process (…) with a battery supplier we could at least have an in-depth discussion.”
(Interview #6).
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4.4 Current Laws and Regulations

For Toyota, compliance with applicable laws and regulations is important. “Ensure compliance with laws
and regulations and improve environmental performance based on the Environmentally Preferable
Purchasing Guidelines” (Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019, p. 65). Current applicable laws and regulations
focus on specific safety issues concerning transportation and not yet on storing lithium-ion batteries. Events
such as fires in warehouses and in electric vehicles contributed to the pressures on lawmakers to develop
new laws and regulations concerning storage of lithium-ion. A notable example mentioned in many
interviews were the fires at the Stella bike warehouse in Nunspeet, the Netherlands, which happened in
July 2018 and January 2019. After both events, the local mayor noted that state regulations concerning the
storage of lithium-ion batteries were missing (NOS, 2018). Currently, lithium-ion batteries are listed as
miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles under ADR classification. ADR is an international
classification for the international transportation of dangerous goods by road. Even though lithium-ion
batteries are listed in this classification, there is no specific Dutch regulation concerning its storage. In
current Dutch laws and regulations, lithium-ion batteries are classified under number 15 of the “dangerous
goods classification” called PGS. PGS 15 describes safe handling and storage of all other goods and produce
not mentioned in other PGS classifications. Seeing the need for a new classification number, the Dutch
Government and business are developing a new PGS, number 37. PGS 37 is currently in development and
will focus specifically on regulations concerning the storage of lithium-ion batteries. The publication of PGS
37 is expected in either 2021 or 2022 (PGS, 2020), meaning that there is currently no specific regulation for
storing lithium-ion batteries in the Netherlands. For the time being, PGS published a guide based on advice
from the industry. This document dates back to January 2019 and is called ‘Guide for Storage of Li-ion Energy
Carriers’ (in Dutch: Handreiking Opslag Li-ion energiedragers). The document advises on guidelines for the
to-be-developed PGS 37. These guidelines describe the potential risks of storing lithium-ion batteries and
what measures companies should take in order to reduce these risks. During the meeting with the
representative group for suppliers in mobile solutions, who take part in the development of the new PGS
37, the question was raised as to whether or not elements of this guide were going to be used in legislation.
The response was that the advised measures would be costly, and industry was advised to wait for
implementing additional/legal safety measures as soon as the new PGS 37 enters into force.
Concerning the end-of-life phase of batteries, the following key points can be derived from the Dutch
regulations on batteries of 2008 (in Dutch: ‘Regeling beheer batterijen en accu’s 2008’) (Government of the
Netherlands, 2017):
-

-

-

§ 1, article 1e, explains the scope of the regulation, which includes industrial batteries
designed for industrial, professional, or vehicle applications.
§ 3 explains the collection, processing, recycling, and other waste management that are
applicable for lithium-ion batteries. In here, article 5, sub 4 & 5 explain that the producers
and distributors of industrial batteries are obligated to collect used batteries from their
final user.
§ 3, article 7, sub 1 explains that collected batteries need to be recycled according to the
best applicable technological advancements, in consideration with the environment and
society.
§ 6, article 1, explains that the producer is responsible for financing all costs associated
with the implementation of collecting, processing, and recycling of the lithium-ion
batteries.
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In short, the laws and regulations concerning storage and handling are in development and are thus
currently lacking specific detail, as lithium-ion batteries are added as miscellaneous under current
regulations. Current laws and regulations concerning the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries mandate
that the producers of lithium-ion batteries are obliged to collect their used batteries and to manage their
waste phase according to the best applicable technological advancements. In the conducted interviews,
more regulation concerning lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase are thought to contribute to the
handling of these batteries in the industry, as these can help materials to be better recycled.
According to senior researcher closing the loops of materials more (international) regulation on resource
streams is needed to improve circularity. “Yes, but the market is not responsive to the long-term problems
which arise with scarcity of resources. The market prices do not respond to this. So, in this case you would
have to ask the government to aid” (Interview #12). This is also backed by the circular economy expert
(Interview #10) who mentioned that the governments are needed to aid in the transition towards the
circular economy. Moreover, human resources manager at TMHNL explained that state involvement is
needed to help companies become more circular: “In what ways is the state willing to cooperate in pilot
projects to start this process [of organizing circularity]? Someone should take the lead, and commercial are
not primarily concerned with starting-up such projects” (Interview #6). However, enforcing a national policy
is tricky in a globalized economy as mentioned by the senior researcher closing the loops of materials
(Interview #12) as materials are traded all over the globe. Enforcing such laws would then require an
international approach.

4.5 Circularity and lithium-ion batteries

This section elaborates on the results regarding the practical aspects of organizing circularity for lithium-ion
batteries in coherence with the second sub-question of this research: ‘What are the practical aspects of
organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries?’. TMHNL currently has two methods of attaining new
lithium-ion batteries for its motive solutions. The first is by means of a Toyota manufactured battery, the
second selection is through a separate battery supplier, such as the companies Midac and Celectric.
Toyota’s batteries consist, for the most part, of cobalt, manganese, and nickel, as was seen in Table 1.
Toyota’s lithium-ion batteries for motive applications are composed of semi-finished products/cells from
the company Samsung SDI. Raw minerals, including cobalt, are responsibly sourced by Samsung SDI, which
claims this in its sustainability report of 2018 (Samsung SDI, 2019). Separate battery suppliers in Europe,
e.g. Midac Batteries, assembles batteries made of semi-finished products manufactured exclusively in Asia
(Interview #15). This corresponds with the information from Samsung SDI which shows that many of its
production facilities are based in the Asian continent (Samsung SDI, 2019, p. 11). It is concluded that
batteries are not produced by the Toyota Industries Corporation, but external parties supply the batteries
or materials necessary to produce lithium-ion batteries.

4.5.1 Current End-of-Life Practices
Batteries are used by TMHNL in sales and rental contracts. This division is currently around 50/50. In both
rental and sales construction, trucks are returned to TMHNL. In rental construction, this is because the
ownership of the trucks remains at TMHNL; the sales division clients who buy new trucks and exchange
older ones are eligible for a price reduction of a new truck (Interview #7; Sustainability Report 2019, 59).
Part of the circular strategy of Toyota Material Handling Europe is, as mentioned in Paragraph 4.1, to
increase the sale of used trucks thereby reducing the amount of scrapped trucks (Sustainability Report 2019,
p. 59).
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Valuable materials in lithium-ion batteries
One of Europe’s largest recyclers of lithium-ion batteries, Umicore, did not respond to any of the attempts
made to talk about the recyclability of lithium-ion batteries. Nonetheless, the following claims are made on
their website concerning the recyclability of lithium-ion batteries:
-

“Due to the abundance of lithium in nature, the recycling of lithium had no priority for the
many players in the lithium-ion battery, glass, and ceramic industries” (Umicore, 2020a).
“The cobalt-containing alloy produced in the recycling process can be used as input to the
refining process to re-use the metal again in new battery materials, hence Umicore closes
the materials loop for cobalt entirely” (Umicore, 2018).

However, the contents of cobalt, nickel, and copper contribute positively to the residual value of used
batteries (Umicore, 2020b). But as stated, Umicore is merely producing an alloy containing valuable
materials. Alloy produced in recycling needs to be refined in order for battery producers to uses these
materials again in their production process (Umicore, 2018). The value of cobalt, nickel, and copper in
recycling processes were also stated in the following quotes from the interviews:
-

-

“Lithium-batteries in general have a negative residual value, unless the content of cobalt
is high, in which case they have a positive value as a result of market price of cobalt, its
scarcity, and the methods used for mining” (Interview #11).
“The only lithium-ion batteries currently having a positive financial value in recycling are
batteries, such as those in computers, which have a high cobalt contents.” (Interview #15).
“You have to see it like this, nickel, cobalt, and aluminum in casing, copper in electrical
wiring, these materials make money” (Interview #16).

Moreover, the scarcity of resources is mentioned as a concern for the amount of materials needed for
producing new batteries. It is mentioned that scarcity of (rare) minerals can contribute to the recyclability
of lithium-ion batteries. In general, mined materials are considered non-renewable and are paired with
negative environmental and social aspects, as was mentioned in Paragraph 2.4.2. Battery recycler Umicore
recognizes future resource scarcity as “(…) an ever-growing concern (…)” and plans to upscale its recycling
facilities in order to meet future demand (Umicore, 2019, p. 9). The following quotes from the interviews
also acknowledge this growing concern:
- “Lithium-batteries in general have a negative residual value. Unless the content of cobalt
is high, in which case they have a positive value as a result of market price of cobalt, its
scarcity, and the methods used for mining.” (Interview #11); and,
- “You have to see it as followed, mainly nickel and cobalt eventually become scarce, so it
will become important to recover these as optimally as possible (…)” (Interview #16).
However, in practice ‘Senior Researcher Closing the Loop of Materials’ (Interview #12) explained a
phenomenon in contrast with the idea of scarcity leading to the use of more recycled materials:
“One would think this [foreseeing scarcity of resources] will currently have an effect on the
price [of raw materials] but that is not the case at all. Theoretically, you would say the
market would handle supply and demand, because if lithium becomes scarce, recycling
should become interesting. This is theoretically correct. In reality, resources that are
becoming scarce in the near future are still inexpensive (…) the market thus does not
respond to the problem of scarcity of resources in the future.”
This claim can be seen for the case of lithium-ion batteries by looking into the sustainability report of
Samsung SDI, the company responsible for producing battery components for Toyota. In their report, no
statements or comments are made concerning the scarcity or non-renewability of resources needed for the
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production of their goods (Samsung SDI, 2019). Toyota Industries Corporation in Japan acknowledges that
resource scarcity is a result of global mass consumption and promotes and aspires to have promoted the
reduction, reuse, and recycling of materials by 2050 in order to attain a minimal use of resources (Toyota
Industries Corporation, 2019, p. 68). Apart from ensuring maximum resource recycling and reducing waste
by the use of technologies, there are no detailed strategies given to achieve these goals. On the more local
level, Toyota Material Handling Europe and TMHNL have made no specific claims or statements about the
future scarcity of resources and its influences on Toyota’s procurement and sustainability performance
(TMHE, 2019; Toyota Industries Corporation, 2019).
Recyclability of lithium-ion batteries
The Netherlands does not house a recycling industry for lithium-ion batteries. Dutch parties in the recycling
business merely collect and process used lithium-ion batteries in order to ship them to recycling and
dismantling facilities in Germany, Belgium, or France (Interview #16; Interview #11, Interview #14). Once
the batteries have arrived at the recycling facility, different claims are made concerning the recyclability of
lithium-ion batteries. For organizing a more circular system, recycled materials need to flow back into
battery production processes. Current practices, however preach a different scenario, in which different
claims are made by recyclers and battery manufactures about the return-rate of minerals into the
production of new batteries.
-

-

“If it is not reused, a non-functional module then has to go a recycler. In there, still about
50% can be recycled” (Interview #16).
“For lithium-ion, listed as miscellaneous, the legal requirement is 50% recyclability. We
do see an increase in this number, as we see new technologies being able to up the
recyclability of lithium” (Interview #11).
“Some lithium batteries are being recycled, but most industrial [motive] batteries are not
(…) full recycling of lithium is not yet the case” (Interview #13).

These statements are further backed by waste processer Ter Horst Groep (Interview #14), who explained
that the recyclability of lithium-ion is a rather secretive process. Current practices entail shredding of
components into a lower value, but specific details are unknown. Explanations for the secrecy are clarified
as having to do with a recycler’s competitive position as a result of the complex technologies needed to
recycle lithium-ion batteries.
Samsung SDI is: “(…) seeking to establish a recycling eco-system to preemptively respond to the demands
of our customers and civic societies regarding resource recycling and to diversify our supply source of core
raw materials” (Samsung SDI, 2019, p. 81). But in their report, no clear numbers or figures are given towards
the share of recycled materials that feed back into the production of new ones. This means that materials
probably do not feedback into the system. Which is similar to the various claims about recyclability of the
battery shown earlier.
In a report by Bosch, van Exter, Sprecher, de Vries, and Bonenkamp (2019), it is concluded that the mineral
streams from recycled batteries will not start to increase until after the year 2030. It is expected that, after
the year 2040, the recycled stream of minerals will become a significant part in the production of new
batteries. This conclusion is based on both the increasing demand for lithium-ion batteries demanding fast
resource extractions and the effort and costs needed to retrieve materials from used batteries in recycling
processes (Bosch S. , van Exter, Sprecher, de Vries, & Bonenkamp, 2019).
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End-of-life
As to why lithium-ion is not recycled, the following two main arguments are given: the first being the costs
of recycling, the second being the volume of batteries that are specified for recycling. Below are some of
the arguments that emerged in the interviews.
-

-

-

-

“A lead-acid battery, after its technical life, has a positive financial value, as the lead
material is valuable, and the recycling process is relatively simple. A lithium-ion is more
complex and more detailed knowledge is needed for competent recycling” (Interview #15).
“Correct, lead-acid batteries that are discarded still have a positive financial value as a
result of the lead, where lithium-ion batteries have a negative financial value (…)”
(Interview #11).
“According to me this has to do with the process of separating materials [in lithium-ion
batteries] which currently has high costs” (Interview #13).
“Neutralizing the battery is the costliest step. The entire process of recovering materials
requires an additional step in the process. You manually have to dismantle, disassemble
(…) the individual modules from a battery pack.” (Interview #16).
“As long as no high volume is offered for recycling, no one will invest in an installation that
runs idle for the coming 5 years” (Interview #15).
“Because of the long lifespan [of lithium-ion batteries], the amount of discarded batteries
is still quite small. In this case you see recyclers dictating the conditions for recycling. When
more recyclers are present, the situation will lead to a more efficient way of recycling
which is thus cheaper. Recyclers will then ask for more demand of [lithium-ion] batteries.”
(Interview #11).

These quotations show that in order for better and cheaper recycling of lithium-ion batteries, more volume
of discarded lithium-ion batteries is needed for profitable recycling practices. The complexity and the
composition of lithium-ion batteries contribute to the high costs needed to recycle a lithium-ion battery.
This is backed by additional findings in literature, which explain that the complexity of the batteries
contributes to low returns of minerals. Additionally, large-scale flow of recycled minerals feeding back into
the system is not expected until the year 2040 (Bosch, et al., 2019). When minerals are continuously being
extracted following the take-make-waste principle with few circular material streams, resource scarcity will
be the result, as mined materials are not renewable. If recycling continues to be a costly part of a product’s
life, materials will not flow back into the desired circular flow of materials. If battery materials are not fed
back into the system, as is currently case, resource scarcity will eventually be the result as natural resources
become depleted or scarce. Currently, the market is not responding to this issue of scarcity on some of the
materials in lithium-ion batteries, which end up in slags4 during recycling processes (Umicore, 2020b). This
is the case with the element lithium: “Lithium for example, only consisting of a few percentages, in general
ends up in slags, for bedding in road construction” (Interview #11). Ending up as slags can be considered a
clear form of downcycling as slags “Yes, it [slags] cannot be used in the production of new batteries”
(Interview #16).
Cascaded Reuse
After having functioned in a motive application at TMHNL, lithium-ion batteries can be reused in a cascaded
application, as described by Richa, Babbit and Gaustad (2017). However, refurbishing a battery so it can
function again in its primary (auto)motive function has the most economic value (Interview #9). When a
battery cannot be reused or refurbished into its initial application a battery becomes suitable for cascaded
4

Slags are a by-product left over after the desired metals are separated.
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reuse. Often this is the case as battery capacity declines as a result of battery usage thereby it becomes
unusable in motion applications (Interview #15). Before cascaded reuse lithium-ion batteries need to be
tested on their quality and they need additional materials to make it fit for its stationary application
(Interview #9; Interview #13).
Cascaded reuse can contribute to the circular flow of goods: “Yes it is a circular model by itself, in spite of
the fact that batteries in this application eventually become unusable (…) through means of competence
and responsibility we can put batteries in a follow-up application” (Interview #9). In this quote, it is
described that cascaded reuse thus contributes to circularity by adding an additional functional usage step
in its product life. A function in a cascaded application inevitably will result in a phase where it becomes
unusable to function as a battery, as its capacity becomes too low to be usable. For this reason, cascaded
reuse of lithium-ion batteries “is merely postponing” (Interview #12) the inevitable fate of being useless in
any other application. In order to establish, then, a circular flow of materials, the battery needs to be
“separated into minerals and these minerals need to be returned into the system” (Interview #12).
Reusing a battery in a cascaded application is a method of improving the circular potential of lithium-ion.
However, as the Senior Researcher in Closing the Loop of Materials (Interview #12) stated, “The cascaded
approach, a higher quality levels becomes a lower quality level, but eventually you still end up in a phase
in which it [the battery] becomes useless (…) you postpone its end-of-life.” However, as stated by Richa,
Babbit and Gaustad (2017), cascaded reuse can bring environmental benefits by lessening the demand for
new batteries in stationary applications. TMHNL piloted cascaded reuse by using used batteries from the
automobile Toyota Prius, Figure 13.

Figure 13: A powerbank at TMHNL’s warehouse. In this pilot project the company Celectric constructed a powerbank based of used car
batteries of the Toyota Prius. This is an example of cascaded reuse (Photo courtesy of TMHNL MediaBank).

In the interviews both Spiers New Technologies and Celectric explained that lithium-ion batteries used in
trucks at TMHNL can be reused in a stationary application (Interview #9, Interview #13). As lithium-ion in
motive applications is rather new, little experience in cascaded reuse for these batteries is present.
Although it is technically possible Spiers New Technologies (Interview #9) is interested in how the batteries
have been used to see how fit they are for cascaded reuse. As their (Interview #9) experience shows that
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heavily used batteries (e.g. fast charging and discharging and hauling heavy loads) influence the way lithiumion batteries age.
Moreover, the expected lifespan batteries in a cascaded reuse function could help with the recycling
potential. As discussed, lithium-ion batteries are currently downcycled and at best partially recycled. As
mentioned by recyclers and battery producers in the interviews, the volume of used batteries is key in
attaining better business models for recycling.
-

“As long as there is no volume, high volume, that is offered for recycling, is no-one willing
to invest in a machine which stands idle for the next five years” (Interview #15).
“It really is the economies of scale (…) a fully mechanized system operating on a larger
scale helps to attain cost reduction and profit optimization” (Interview #16).

Recycler Ter Horst also acknowledges this in a conversation on the phone (Interview #14). In here they
mentioned that large returned streams into recycling are not expected in the coming years, and more
realistically, the coming decades. In turn, that corresponds with the argument made by the report of Bosch,
van Exter, Sprecher, de Vries and Bonenkamp (2019). Cascaded reuse can thus help to prologue the life of
batteries before they are being recycled, which could help to reduce the demand for new materials in
stationary batteries (Richa, Babbit & Gaustad, 2017) and help the recycling industry by extending the time
batteries are being used.
It is important for companies that are implementing cascaded reuse to “grade” a battery based on how the
battery was used in its motive application. View on a battery’s capacity is needed to see its potential in a
cascaded reuse application and to determine the amount of materials and work needed to make the battery
suitable for its cascaded application. How the battery was used (e.g. charging, ambient temperatures,
driving) in its first application are key factors in the value a battery could have in a cascaded application.
(Interview #15; Interview #13).

4.5.2 Practices at TMHNL
During the internship through which this study was
conducted, the warehouse was visited multiple
times. The following information is based
observations and an interview with workshop and
logistics manager (Interview #5). In the warehouse,
only a few lithium-ion batteries are stored. Figure 14
shows a lithium-ion battery and its charger stored at
TMHNL’s warehouse. The workshop and logistics
manager at TMHNL (Interview #5) explained that
only a few lithium-ion batteries return to the
warehouse, as they are currently being used. In the
warehouse’s workshop (seen in Figure 12), only a
few lithium-ion batteries are serviced as a result of
malfunction. Only a two certified people within
TMHNL are allowed to service or work on the
lithium-ion battery. More common lithium-ion
batteries are installed in a truck and stored in such a
manner.

Figure 14: Lithium-ion battery and charger stored at TMHNL (Own
work, 2020)
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Apart from servicing trucks, the workshop also revises trucks for secondhand sales. Normally, the traditional
lead-acid battery and the truck are tested, and when necessary, revised for second-hand sales. Unfit leadacid batteries are discarded and retrieved for recycling by an external party. The workshop and logistics
manager at TMHNL (Interview #5) is expecting that a future return of used lithium-ion batteries will be
similar to the process of lead-acid batteries. If, in the future, lithium-ion batteries are more commonly being
reused within TMHNL, additional conditions will need to be determined for the handling of lithium-ion
batteries.
The lithium-ion battery, as seen in Figure 14, was stored and not used for the entire duration of the
internship/study, which does not contribute to a battery’s life. In general, TMHNL applies the same safety
and storing methods/procedures for lithium-ion batteries as lead-acid batteries, meaning there is no
specific (legal) obligation to store lithium-ion differently than is currently being practiced at TMHNL.

4.6 Conclusion

TMHNL currently has only limited engagement in the circular economy. No detailed commitment of
organizing circularity is set in the strategy for Zero Muda 2019-2024. However, with their aim of leading in
the industry, looking at sustainability can be a gateway to start more circular practices. On the parental
company level only, broad directions are given concerning the circular economy. Secondhand sale of used
trucks can contribute to the circular economy according to Toyota Material Handling Europe. More
specifically on the European level, the need for reuse of metal chasse is seen as a key contributor to improve
the carbon footprint of the company. The circular economy, in this case, does not include specific details
and commitments concerning other business activities and materials. For this reason, the first role for
business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation is missing, as more detailed plans, statements, and
commitments are needed for companies in the circular economy. Although material design for metallic
chassis on the European level is mentioned, no notions are given concerning lithium-ion batteries in their
end-of life phase.
Laws and regulations are currently lacking in regard to the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries. Current
developments should lead to new storing guidelines, which can be of importance for batteries in their endof-life phase. In general, lithium-ion batteries should be recycled according to the best methods possible in
current times.
Organizing circularity is very complex, as achieving circularity encompasses both the internal and external
processes of a company. This complexity is often the reason why companies only refer to circularity in their
external processes, such as in their procurement of goods in their facility (Interview #10). Moreover, TMHNL
is as a company that is unable to attain a complete circular business model on its own. As discussed, for the
case of lithium-ion batteries, TMHNL is not accountable for the production of batteries, as it does not
produce batteries. However, through means of sustainable procurement, influence can be exerted on
battery producers and suppliers. As mentioned by the EcoVadis assessment, TMHNL only has basic
sustainable procurement policies. More details on issues such as circularity and lithium-ion batteries could
improve their sustainable procurement (EcoVadis Assesment, 2019). TMHNL as a company, however, can
ensure that loops of materials are improved from their current state (Interview #12).
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5. Discussion
The previous chapter shows the results of the data collection. In this chapter, the results will be interpreted
and a conclusion will be given with an answer to the main research question. The aim of this research was
to attain better insights in how the Zero Muda” perspectives of TMHNL are contributing to the process of
organizing circularity in regard to lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase. As will be discussed,
attaining a complete circular flow of batteries is currently not possible. Based on the information gathered
in this research, an explanation will be given to how TMHNL can contribute to organizing better practices in
the end-of-life of lithium-ion batteries and how their perspectives of Zero Muda are influencing this. This
discussion also includes a theoretical reflection in Paragraph 5.2, recommendations in Paragraph 5.3, and
limitations and suggestions in Paragraph 5.4.

5.1 Interpretation of Results

As mentioned, the analysis of the results was established with the help of the computer program Atlas.ti.
With the help of Atlas.ti a network of categories was established. This network identified that linear
economy perspectives are generally withholding more circular practices at TMHNL. On a more positive note
the network showed points of engagement towards the circularity in TMHNL’s business.
Interpretations of the results were based on the network as identified with Atlas.ti in which the main
research question was at the forefront: “How are the perceptions of Zero Muda at TMHNL contributing to
organizing circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase?”. The results of the subresearch questions will be deliberated first in order to answer the main research question at the end of this
paragraph.

5.1.1 Conceptions on Paper
Within Europe, TMHNL is able to define its own strategy for its business activities in the Netherlands. The
Zero Muda strategy 2019-2024 is currently the defined management strategy for the coming years. As
identified in the literature, the concept of Zero Muda is a way of eliminating waste streams and
inconsistencies of a process. These can be wastes in both the literal and figurative sense. The understanding
of the concept of Zero Muda on paper is broad, as TMHNL aims to be leading in “innovation, technology,
and sustainability” (Zero Muda Strategy, p.15), but no specific references or indications on the circular
economy are given in this particular strategy.
On parental levels, the establishment of a recycling-based society is mentioned in the sixth environmental
action plan of Toyota. As the parent company, Toyata only dictates the general goals the entire company
should strive for, leaving individual subsidiaries to create their own strategy. Instead of specific references,
statements and strategies on the circular economy, only elements such as a recycling-based society are
implemented in the strategies at parental levels. On a European level, the sustainability report of 2019 only
references the remanufacturing of the metal chasse in used trucks in an effort to become more sustainable.
Implementing circular goals and commitments in strategy is key to reach a circular situation in the future.
As mentioned by Lüdeke-Freund, Gold, and Bocken (2019), implementing material design in strategy is key
in attaining the circular economy for business. Although parental companies culminate a broad goal for the
future, little detail is given to implementation for individual subsidiaries.
As the quote by Wang and Sarkis (2017, p. 1615) in Paragraph 2.1 elucidated, dedicated CSR performance
is needed in order to attain its financial benefits as a company. On paper, the strategy is intending to strive
for leading in sustainability. As explained by the managing director at TMHNL (Interview #1a), TMHNL’s
sustainability measures are always taken in accordance with people, planet, and profit. This means that if
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TMHNL were to be leading in sustainability by means of organizing more circular business activities, it should
always be in consideration with its financial performance and position in the material handling industry.
Steurer (2013) mentioned that business regulation to change current practices concerning end-of-life
product practices is required for this transition. Having no specific goals for organizing the circular economy,
TMHNL currently cannot be considered a key change agent for the transition into the circular economy, as
mentioned by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019). Targets, plans, and statements are missing in order
for TMHNL to become this change agent. Looking at the four roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, integrating the circular economy into the strategy is a key step for a TMHNL’s strategy and
governance. More elaboration on how TMHNL will become leading in sustainability is thus a necessary first
step for attaining the circular economy. As mentioned by Nollet, Filis, & Mitrokostas (2016) and Wang &
Sarkis (2017) an effective strategy includes considerable resources towards CSR practices. As such,
considerable resources are not visible in the strategies analyzed; TMHNL’s strategy cannot be considered
an effective CSR strategy that contributes to reaching a circular economy.

5.1.2 Practicalities
As interviews #10 and #12 mentioned materials need to feed back into the system if a circular system is to
be attained. TMHNL in its procurement is able to select external parties in recycling based on their recycling
rates. Through this method TMHNL is able to contribute to the recyclability of lithium-ion batteries.
Ultimately for a full circular flow of materials, Toyota’s own battery producer or TMHNL’s external battery
suppliers need to use recycled minerals as influx for their production.

Lithium-ion’s life-cycle at TMHNL
For an understanding on the practical aspects for organizing circularity first the general flow of lithium-ion
batteries in their product life was defined. Based on the results of this research the following flow of lithiumion batteries at TMHNL was determined, see Figure 15.

Figure 15: Current flow of lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL

The solid lines in Figure 15 explain the flow of lithium-ion battery materials. The dotted line shows a
necessary step to achieve a circular practice. As mentioned lithium-ion batteries are currently not fully
recycled, but rather downcycled or only certain materials (e.g. cobalt) are recycled because of their
economic value. Generally speaking this means that for lithium-ion batteries, a non-circular practice is
currently the reality. The dotted line thus shows the preferred returned flow of materials into production
which is currently too low for the flow of lithium-ion batteries materials to be called circular.
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Batteries maintain their highest value in their initial motive application. Batteries in motive products at
TMHNL thus pose the most economic benefit. Maintaining batteries in this usage phase for as long as
possible thus generates value. In other words when batteries are managed correctly, they can be used in
motive applications for long periods of time. As Saxena et al. (2015) suggested batteries which, due to aging,
lose some of its capacity might still be useful for a customer who uses a truck less often. For this reason, the
view on the usage phase of a truck is very important. As the way a truck and its battery are used remains of
main importance for the potential a battery has in its next life stage. Maintaining a battery in a motive
application for as long as possible yields the most benefit, as it utilized the battery to its maximum potential.
After a battery is no longer fit for a motive application battery normally enters its end-of-life phase. Figure
15 shows that cascaded reuse can be added as an additional step in a lithium-ion battery’s life.
Laws and regulations are currently not contributing to the case of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life
phase. Presently, lithium-ion batteries need be recycled according to the best applicable technological
advancements, in consideration with the environment and society. State regulation which dictates a certain
recycling-rate standard could help to improve this situation.
Cascaded Reuse
Battery producer Midac explained in their interview that cascaded reuse with their motive lithium-ion
batteries is possible. But the way batteries in trucks are used are of main importance for the function’s
batteries can bring to a stationary application. This means that the better users utilize the battery the more
added value it can bring in a stationary application. The managing director at Spiers New Technologies
(Interview #9) explained heavy usage of lithium-ion could significantly impact the way batteries age.
Meaning that intensively used batteries have lower capacity than batteries which are used less intensive.
Inevitably all batteries end their end-of-life phase even after a cascaded reuse application. For this reason,
cascaded reuse is not closing the loop of materials, but it contributes to the effectiveness in which resources
are used in their product-life. For this reason, Figure 15 show cascaded reuse as an additional step in the
life-cycle of lithium-ion batteries.

TMHNL’s influence on lithium-ion
Previously, the general flow of lithium-ion batteries in the product life they have at TMHNL was identified.
Based on this flow, two spheres of influence TMHNL has on its lithium-ion batteries can be demarcated.
One sphere describes practices in the life-cycle of batteries in which TMHNL can dictate its own influence;
the other sphere relates to external processes and thus can only be influenced indirectly (Figure 16).
Regarding the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries, it was concluded that the recycling of batteries
often leads to downcycling of valuable materials, resulting in a non-circular flow of goods. It is expected
that in the next decades large steps will be taken in the recyclability of lithium-ion batteries. Looking at
business activities of TMHNL, they are able to contribute to organizing circularity for the lithium-ion
batteries in two different ways. One is by influencing processes which do not take place at its location in
Ede, the Netherlands. The second is through means of processes that can directly be influenced by TMHNL.
These processes generally take place at its Ede facility. Appendix 2: Detailed flow of lithium-ion batteries at
TMHNL, shows the detailed flow of materials at TMHNL: the flows that are influenced by TMHNL’s business
activities and those that are influenced by external parties. Figure 16, on the next page, shows these
influences in two spheres based on the life-cycle stages of lithium-ion batteries as defined in the previous
chapter and shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 16: Spheres of influence TMHNL in lithium-ion’s product life

Influenceable internal processes at TMHNL
In Figure 16, the original flow of lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL was used to explain which parts of the chain
can be influenced by the business activities of TMHNL. First, the “influenceable internal processes” is
discussed. Direct influence over internal processes covers the following four processes:
1. The office/warehouse in the city of Ede
2. The users of TMHNL’s trucks and mobile solutions
3. The option to contribute to cascaded reuse
4. The flow of materials towards recyclers
Managing director of TMHNL (Interview #1b) explained that its competitive advantage is: “(…) the
innovative and creative character of the company,” as within its parental companies TMHNL is able to define
its own strategy. This shows that within the business activities of TMHNL, the company is able to influence
its own practices. One such influence is being able to develop specific strategies for the Netherlands, which
is a key role to organize circular practices in business. In that sense, TMHNL could be able to develop more
specific strategies concerning the reuse, reduce, and recycle goals for 2050, as already set by the Toyota
Industries Corporation. For example, TMHNL could promote and monitor sound usage of batteries so that
reuse (in a cascaded application) requires as little energy as possible while maintaining the highest possible
capacity left in the battery. Adding cascaded reuse requires incremental changes to the current system, and
for this reason, two lines flow from “TMHNL” to “End-of-life.”
As discussed by Richa, Babbitt, and Gaustad (2017), cascaded reuse is a method of improving the circular
flows of a lithium-ion battery. TMHNL already piloted with this form of cascaded reuse by using used
automotive batteries from the Toyota Prius. Moreover, by promoting users to charge, use, and store their
battery effectively, batteries are less likely to lose capacity and can thus be maintained in motive
applications for longer periods of time. This can be made possible through fleet management software (e.g.
offline/online tools to see charging and usage behavior) that is currently already available in the form of
Toyota’s ‘i_Sight’.
As mentioned, both rented and sold trucks are largely being returned to Toyota, meaning that TMHNL can
strategically decide whether or not to reuse batteries in a cascaded function. For this reason, cascaded reuse
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is identified as part of the battery’s life cycle to be directly influenced by TMHNL. Finally, TMHNL can directly
influence where to send its discarded used batteries. By collaborating with recyclers that are currently able
to recover the highest percentages as possible, the loop of materials can be closed a little better. For this
reason, the sphere of influence covers part of the flow towards the recyclers, as TMHNL can influence the
direction of the flow, but not the practices of recyclers. TMHNL can influence the processes of recyclers and
producers in the green sphere, which will be discussed in the section “Influenceable external processes.”
The blue sphere in Figure 16 is intentionally drawn smaller than the green sphere, since the sourcing and
recycling of battery materials are among the highest contributors to the negative externalities towards
environment and society, as was discussed by Richa, Babbitt, and Gaustad (2017).
Influenceable external processes
Figure 16 shows the processes TMHNL can influence but cannot change by itself in green. Looking at battery
design and production first, lithium-ion batteries are not produced by TMHNL and are either bought from
external parties or an in-house supplier of Toyota Material Handling Europe. The production processes
themselves cannot be influenced by TMHNL, as TMHNL is merely a single player in the perpetual material
chain, as was seen in Figure 3. As TMHNL is part of the Toyota Industries Corporation and is in close contact
with the actual users of the motive trucks, TMHNL can for that reason provide input on the production
processes of, for example, batteries. This is an example of a situation in which TMHNL does not change its
own practices, but instead influences partners in the chain of materials to produce or provide differently.
Moreover, as explained in the roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur foundation, collaboration can be
sought with partners to improve the circular flow of materials. Similar to Toyota’s own products, TMHNL is
able to influence processes at battery suppliers outside the Toyota Industries Corporation. As also
mentioned in the EcoVadis assessment reports, sustainable procurement is a method of improving CSR
performance of a business. Moreover, in a procurement process/assessment, TMHNL can define what it
demands of its suppliers in relation to CSR. For example, a requirement for suppliers could be that they use
as many recycled materials to produce new batteries as is technologically possible, so that less materials
have to be sourced.

5.1.3 Zero Muda and Circularity?
Finances are seen as important or being the bottom line by internal stakeholders at TMHNL. Both clients
and tendered projects often demand for low costs and maximum profits. On the other hand, external
demands, such as customers, are seen as a key driver for CSR practices at parental company level and
TMHNL.
Although the concept of Zero Muda suggests an elimination of unnecessary wastes and resource streams
in a company, its strategy is not specific on this literal sense of waste elimination. On the contrary, the Zero
Muda strategy only focuses on company processes and not on the concepts of the circular economy. Key in
this research were the roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, as demonstrated in the results,
only few elements in these roles are met by TMHNL. Striving for leading in sustainability, which could
encompass more circular business activities, is thus not specified as a part of the Zero-Muda strategy.
Internal stakeholders at TMHNL generally referred to Zero Muda in the literal sense as waste in
organizational processes. Based on these concepts, commonalities were sought towards sustainability. An
interesting point is that the rental and used director at TMHNL (Interview #8) explained that maintaining
products for as long as possible is Zero Muda. This implies that a circular system is possible within the
boundaries of the Zero Muda strategy. However, the rental and used director at TMHNL (Interview #8) also
mentioned that circularity should then be beneficial for clients as well, meaning that its costs are important.
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In here, the profitability of the company is mentioned of key importance, as managing director at TMHNL
(Interview #1b) also explained. Profitability for a company is understandable, but as Wang and Sarkis (2016)
explained, full devotion to CSR issues is needed in order for a company to bear the fruits of circular practices.
Zero Muda clearly comprises the concepts of circularity in a literal sense. In the strategy document, the
incorporation of circularity does not become apparent. This is quite remarkable as parental companies, on
paper, mention to establish a recycling-based society by 2050. Although in theory TMHNL should strive
towards a recycling-based society, references to this idea seem lost in TMHN’s Zero Muda strategy, even
though these are mentioned on parental company level. More evident notions of the circular economy in
this strategy will make it easier to report on TMHNL’s progress on achieving more circular practices to
internal and external stakeholders.

5.1.4 Conclusion
This paragraph will answer the main research question: “How are the perceptions of Zero Muda at TMHNL
contributing to organizing circularity for the case of lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase?”
In the interviews with internal stakeholders at TMHNL, positive feedback was given towards organizing
circularity and sustainability in general. Toyota Japan recognizes scarcity of resources, yet an all-out method
for using recycled materials is not yet in place on both parental and Dutch company level. No clear
advancements concerning organizing circularity, in accordance with the roles for business by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, can be seen in practice at TMHNL. Nothing is stated in official strategy
documentations concerning an integration of circularity into strategy, apart from the notion of leading in
the industry in sustainability. Apart from taking this leadership position, no individual targets are set for
attaining more circular or CSR practices at TMHNL. This is contradicting when looking at the documentation
of its parental companies where broad targets are stated on how they want to attain sustainability in the
coming decades. As TMHNL is able to define its own strategy for the Netherlands, (e.g. its current Zero
Muda Strategy) integrating the circular economy into its strategy should be part of new strategy if the
company is aiming for its leadership position in sustainability. Internal stakeholders explain that circularity
could be part of the current strategy, however, by doing this, clear missions statements and commitments
will be lacking, thus not contributing to organizing circularity.
Looking at pilots and innovation, TMHNL can use these to explore its understanding of the potential benefits
of the circular economy. Its current pilot with cascaded reuse can contribute to this potential, as cascaded
reuse adds a step of value in the life cycle of lithium-ion batteries, the findings of this study argue that
continuing to innovate in certain projects contribute to the circularity potential of lithium-ion. To further
improve cascaded reuse, TMHNL can help parties who refurbish used batteries into a cascaded function by
ensuring that their batteries maintain as much value as possible. As the usage phase of the battery is of
influence on the quality batteries have in second- and cascaded life, is sound use of batteries important.
TMHNL can help at the usage phase to inform its clients better about these sound practices (e.g. charging
and discharging).
Communication about circularity on a corporate level is not present at TMHNL at the moment. Effective
campaign examples can help to stimulate reuse, recycling, and resource efficiency. Toyota Industries Japan
endorses stimulating these efficient uses of materials in its strategy, however, at the moment, TMHNL is
not communicating circular practices towards clients. As users are identified as key in attaining efficient
reuse practices, communication can aid in achieving the resource efficiency mentioned in the goals of
TMHNL.
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In TMHNL’s Zero Muda strategy, collaboration is recognized as important for maintaining its leadership
position concerning sustainability in the industry. As TMHNL is not able to change practices at all stages of
a product life cycle (e.g. production of lithium-ion), collaboration can be helpful to explore more circular
practices. TMHNL, for example, already contributes to product design by advising on clients’ needs to
battery producers.
As van senior researcher closing the loops of materials (Interview #12) mentioned, these roles can also be
considered as phases a company can go through in becoming more circular. In that sense, it could be argued
that integrating a more detailed commitment to organizing circularity is the first key step for organizing
circularity at TMHNL.
However, the in-house perspectives on organizing more circular business activities is rather broadly
interpreted by internal stakeholders. Sustainability is seen as part of the triple-bottom-line in which an
equilibrium is to be sought between people, planet, and profits. This is in spite of several claims made by
internal stakeholders and corporate documentation on the demands for profits and market share in the
material handling solutions market. This is what is recognized in this research as a part of the concept of
the linear economy. The demand for profits clearly outweighs profit over planet and is therefore not
underwriting the need to practice more circular practices. A clear example is the cheap sourced minerals
over the high costs of recycling lithium-ion batteries.
Alternative business models are in contradiction with these perspectives, as the notion of ownership is key
in linear economy business models. In more circular practices, the notion of ownership inevitably needs be
shifted so that people at the beginning of the material chain can contribute of the profits made elsewhere
in the chain (Interview #10), for example the situation in the cobalt in mines in Congo, which was discussed
in Paragraph 2.4.
In general, it can be concluded that the broad interpretations of Zero Muda concerning circularity are not
contributing to organize circularity for lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase. Even though
management strategies of parental companies focus on lessening wastes (Zero Muda), practice shows this
is not yet the case. For TMHNL, wastes are referred to as company processes instead of the literal sense of
wastes. Although the Zero Muda strategy is open in its interpretation for circularity, reaching a circular
situation would require a more detailed management contribution to be included in the strategy. For this
reason, referring to Zero Muda in TMHNL’s strategy ignores its true translation, meaning no wastes. The
strategy thus fails to include the no-waste core concept of Zero Muda, as this includes all sorts of wastes.
Following the roles for business, as described by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019), can help TMHNL
to bear the fruits of CSR strategies concerning the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion batteries. As these roles
require specifications concerning the circular economy to be made in company strategies and
commitments. If TMHNL aspires to become leading in sustainability, as it claims to in its strategy, it should
dedicate more innovations, incentives, and sound governance to the circular economy (Steurer, 2013). Only
by these means can TMHNL become a change agent for the circular economy.
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5.2 Theoretical Reflections

In this paragraph, the findings are reflected in relation to the existing literature. Wang and Sarkis (2017)
mentioned that merely window-dressing CSR governance does not lead to financial benefits for a company.
This corresponds to the roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019), which describes roles
for business needed to attain circular practices. The first of which is integrating circularity into strategy. This
research concluded and analyzed that although TMHNL and its parental companies have made broad
statements about goals they which to achieve concerning CSR, no specified integration of its concepts are
written in its strategies, statements, or goals.
As the case at TMHNL is rather specific, it might not be generalizable to other companies or processes, but
it did explain the notions of the linear economy which stress the development of more circular practices.
The usage of the theoretical concepts in this research showed the mechanisms behind the systems thinking
on the linear economy. Linear perspectives to strive for profit and the sales of new products contradict
circular business practices. For this reason, this thesis shows the insights of organizing circularity in linear
business perspectives.
Both Geissdoerfer et al. (2017) and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) explain the circular economy
should result in economic cycles that are in sync with the natural environment. For lithium-ion batteries,
this is currently not the case; it is observed and explained that lithium-ion batteries are at best downcycled,
which leads to a loss of its initial value and increases the demand for newly sourced minerals. This means
that the circular economy is not yet achieved. Moreover, it will be hard to achieve for a single company like
TMHNL, as they only encompass a small part of the value chain of materials. The use of the Roles for
Business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) proved very effective for analyzing the data in this
research.
As Roorda (2010) explained, businesses and their economic models are pressuring environmental aspects.
By looking at a single company’s practices and governance in organizing circularity, this research provided
an understanding of the influences at play and the way in which broad economic models influence the
change agent of TMHNL.
The technical long-life expectancy of the lithium-ion was explained by many scholars in Chapter 2. Saxena
and colleagues (2015) suggested that retiring a battery should be in coherence with the drivability. This
corresponds with the findings in this research. Using and reusing a battery in its first life (i.e. motive
application) can contribute to environmental benefits as less batteries need to be produced. TMHNL, for
example, can use one battery multiple times instead of procuring a new one for every client. The notion of
ownership, however, as discussed by Rau and Oberhuber (2016), stands in contrast to this idea, thus
alternative business models need to overcome this barrier. On the positive side, TMHNL’s sound costumer
relations ensure a returned flow of used batteries, as clients keep buying products and thus return their
former products. The notion of being measured based on new units by parental companies is an illustration
of the linear economy, which prevents returned batteries from being reused at TMHNL. A circular concept,
such as reusing batteries, thus shows the controversy of the circular economy and the fundamentals of the
linear economy as Geissdoerfer, et. al. (2017) and Stahel (2016) explained.
Designing the conceptual model proved to be quite arduous. The model’s simple structure, as was seen in
Figure 8, proved effective for this research. Nonetheless, during the data analysis new concepts arose which
could be included in the definitive conceptual model as these moderated the variables, Figure 17. The most
important concepts to be included are: “linear economy perspectives”, “the users of the batteries”, and
“external demands for more CSR practices”. These three concepts showed significant influence in the
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network designed with the program Atlas.ti, for this reason the conceptual model had to be revised. Figure
17 displays the revisited conceptual model, showing in blue the three new concepts.

Figure 17: Revised conceptual model, the concepts shown in blue were newly added (Own work, 2020).

The revised conceptual model starts with the concepts on paper by parental companies, which influences
the Zero Muda strategy at TMHNL. The case influences Zero Muda at TMHNL directly, but its actual
performance is moderated by the users of the lithium-ion batteries. TMHNL is able to influence the way
users use a battery by encouraging sound usage of the truck. Another added concept are linear economy
perspectives as these influence the way decisions are made in many companies, including TMHNL. Finally,
the last concept added in the model are external demands for more environmentally friendly business
activities. External demands for this behavior influence corporate governance and how TMHNL profiles itself
in the market.

5.3.Recommendations
5.3.1 Recommendations for TMHNL
In this section, recommendations for TMHNL are given concerning the lithium-ion battery in their end-oflife phase. Since TMHNL is not able to ensure a complete circular system for batteries on its own, it can
contribute to a better closing of material loops and more effective usage of batteries by promoting
(cascaded) reuse of batteries. Alternative business models can be an effective manner of ensuring that
TMHNL’s batteries are maintained within TMHNL’s sphere of direct influence (i.e. used batteries are sent
back to TMHNL instead of sold/discarded at a third-party).
Alternative Business Models
The opportunities for alternative business models at TMHNL. Embracing alternative business models such
as “pay-per-use” or “product-as-service” are able to help TMHNL start with more circular practices. As some
of these models are already present in TMHNL’s offered services, a shift towards circularity for lithiumbatteries is feasible. Ensuring sound usage of batteries at clients and developing a system of reusing
batteries in trucks could help to utilize batteries at their maximum potential. Batteries unfit for reuse in
motive applications can be used in a stationary application as this contributes to effectiveness in which
batteries are used. The circularity expert and innovator (Interview #10) acknowledges the necessity of
alternative business models in the circular economy: “You do not sell a product thereby grating all freedom
to the next party to do whatever they please. Instead selling the right to use, linked to conditions for
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conserving the materials” (Interview #10). In this quotation, links are seen to product ownership, which
alternative business models can help to overcome, moreover sound usage of batteries by clients contribute
to the effectiveness and usefulness batteries have in (cascaded) reuse applications.
Roles for business
The first role or step for business to employ the circular economy is to implement its commitments towards
circularity in its company’s strategy and governance. As TMHNL’s current strategy is open to leading in
sustainability, an additional clause could include a commitment towards circularity. Small accessible steps
or low-hanging fruits could become powerful starting positions for the company. More pilots, awareness
campaigns, and collaboration with external parties (e.g. battery recyclers, cascaded reuse parties) in the
end-of-life phase could help to improve the circularity of lithium-ion batteries at TMHNL in line with the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019).

5.3.2 Governance recommendations
In the interviews, interesting references were made concerning the influence of the state on the current
situation for lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase. State regulation can help to set the rules of the
game which can improve the circular flows of materials (Steurer, 2013).
“Ideally, the state should ensure a different resource policy in which the reparability of products, the
preservation of materials, etc. is fixed in legal standardizations” (Interview #10).
Battery producers are currently not occupied with organizing recycled material streams as a resource for
new produce. However, state regulation on circularity will shift the playing field of battery producers since
when they become responsible for recycling, they would also have to organize a recycling infrastructure
(Interview #15). Currently, the responsibility for recycling is shifted towards consumers of batteries, in this
case TMHNL and its clients. The call for more state regulation is also present at management of TMHNL, in
which the state is seen as the first to start to set the transition to circularity in motion.
“In what ways is the state willing to cooperate in pilot projects to start this process [of organizing
circularity]? Someone should take the lead, and commercial are not primarily concerned with starting-up
such projects” (Interview #6).

5.4 Limitations and Suggestions

In the postpositivist worldview overarching this study, personal values and knowledge of the researcher
could have influenced the observations of the study, leading to a flawed understanding of reality. By
reporting systematically on its data through the help of the computer program Atlas.ti, a consistent and
thorough examination of the data was achieved. By exploring internal and external stakeholders, and
additionally two experts in closing material loops and organizing circularity in business contributed to the
validity of my research. It is recognized that the case at TMHNL and the flow of batteries in its processes are
only a small section of the global trade and material chains in lithium-ion batteries, which are widely used
in a variety of products. Having explored the case in relation to the roles for business, the ways TMHNL can
change its current practices and governance by using the spheres of influence were defined.
This thesis showed the importance of the roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation nonetheless
(2019). Concerning the end-of-life phase of lithium-ion, it would have been interesting to have interviewed
the company Umicore, which is a large recycler in Europe of lithium-ion batteries. An interview with
Umicore could have helped to further confirm the findings of other interviewees and thus could have
improved the validity of this research.
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Seeing the current governance of TMHNL in managing circular practices it is noticeable that many elements
of attaining a circular system are missing. Even though the case of motive lithium-ion batteries is rather
specific the findings of this research are valuable for exploring the end-of-life phase of products with similar
characteristics. In this research high costs for recycling and the low prices for sourced materials result in a
take-make-waste principle that does not contribute to circularity. Although companies in general are able
to steer towards more circular practices by means of their governance, this research showed that linear
economy perspectives are withholding a shift towards more sustainable practices. State intervention is seen
as a potential change agent to alter the situation by implementing regulation. And although alternative
business models are proven to aid in circularity, current governance practices in the companies researched
withhold this change.
A suggestion for future research is to design a research project with a broader scope or case. Having a case
which encompasses the entire material handling solutions market in the Netherlands could help to explore
the similarities and differences between companies in their understanding of circularity and lithium-ion
batteries. Another suggestion is to see how governance practices in business can be transitioned from more
linear style of thinking towards more circular ways of thinking. Furthermore, it became apparent that the
novelty of motive lithium-ion batteries in the recycling industry creates ambiguity for recyclers and
processers in the end-of-life phase of batteries. For this reason, a comparative research between motive
and automotive lithium-ion batteries in their end-of-life phase could explore the reasons for this ambiguity.
In this research only, management positions were questioned about the implementation of circularity in
TMHNL’s business processes. In line with Stahel (2016), more research programs to foster circular
economies in the Netherlands or Europe could be started. In line with the conclusions of this research, more
research about governance and the circular economy in business could further be examined to contribute
to a better understanding for business and the need for more circular practices.
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Appendix 1: Interview Guides
This appendix shows the interview guides used in this research. These guides were the foundation of the
semi-structured interviews that I conducted. Interviewees were given the questions based on the unit of
interest and their position in my conceptual model. As part of my semi-structured interviews the questions
were used as a starting point, or outline, for the interviews which I conducted.

Lithium-ion battery end-of-life options:

Interview guide for battery recyclers:
- What are your practical experiences with cascaded reuse as recyclers?
- What makes the inevitable recycling of lithium-ion batteries interesting?
- Which materials from a lithium-ion battery offer the most economic value in the recycling process?
- How do you process returned lithium-ion batteries?
- Are there issues concerning safety for storing and the handling of lithium-ion batteries in your
process?
- How do laws and regulations contribute to the circularity potential of lithium-ion?
- What can in your opinion contribute in general to organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries?
Interview guide for cascaded reuse
- How do you process returned lithium-ion batteries?
- What makes reuse of batteries in a stationary application interesting?
- How do laws and regulations contribute to the circularity potential of lithium-ion?
- What can in your opinion contribute in general to organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries?
- How do you see collaboration with other parties in organizing circularity?
Interview guide for battery producers
- Do you see an increase in the sale of lithium-ion batteries?
- How do laws and regulations contribute to safety for storing and handling of lithium-ion batteries?
- How do you process returned lithium-ion batteries?
- How do you as producer look towards cascaded reuse of your batteries?
- How do you perceive circularity?

Organizing Circularity:
-

How can a company change is practices from a more linear way of thinking towards a more
circular one?
Which changes in general business practices are necessary for organizing circularity?
Can you give you reflection on alternative business models?
What are potential barriers?
How do you see a shift in companies concerning alternative business models? How can they
implement circularity in their business?
How can a company take care of its produce in its end-of-life phase?
Can you reflect on the four roles for business by the Ellen MacArthur Foundaiton?
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Sustainability TMHNL:

Interview guide for TMHNL’s managing director
- How is circularity seen by the management of TMHNL?
- How is circularity related to the principles of Zero Muda?
- Why is lithium-ion important for Zero Muda?
- What is the management interested in, in regard to Zero Muda and lithium ion?
- In what ways do sustainable goals and strategies of parental companies influence organizing
circularity/Zero Muda at TMHNL?
- What are TMHNL’s intentions towards translating parental strategies concerning sustainability in
its own strategies?
- What are your views on alternative business models in regard to your sales and rental fleet?
- In what ways are you already strategically considering alternative business models?
- In what ways is collaboration with other parties important?
Interview guide for other management functions at TMHNL
- How does TMHNL attain Zero Muda in sustainability/How is Zero Muda contributing to
circularity?
- How does TMHNL, or your position within the company, view sustainability?
- How do you see circularity, in the processes of lithium-ion batteries, at TMHNL?
- What are key CSR issues of importance for TMHNL?
- Reflect on alternative business models, ownership of batteries, in relation to current practices.
- What do you perceive as missing in current goals and strategies?
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Appendix 2: Detailed flow of lithium-ion batteries at
TMHNL
TMHNL can influence the flow of lithium-ion batteries in two ways. First being in its own business activities
and the second by external business activities. For example, TMHNL can decide where it procures its lithiumion batteries thus this flow id controlled directly (blue arrows). On the other hand, it cannot influence
directly, through its own activities, where battery materials are sourced as TMHNL does not produce
batteries. Only through means of ‘sustainable’ procurement is it able to alter the influx of sourced materials
to battery producers by selecting sustainable parties. Figure 18, shows the rest of these influenceable flows
in more detail.

Figure 18: Detailed scheme of TMHNL’s influences on organizing circularity for lithium-ion batteries. Figure based on the work of Richa,
Babbit and Gaustad, (2017).
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